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CODIMENSION ONE STABILITY OF THE CATENOID UNDER THE
VANISHING MEAN CURVATURE FLOW IN MINKOWSKI SPACE
ROLAND DONNINGER, JOACHIM KRIEGER, J ´ER ´EMIE SZEFTEL, AND WILLIE WONG
Abstract. We study time-like hypersurfaces with vanishing mean curvature in
the p3`1q dimensional Minkowski space, which are the hyperbolic counterparts
to minimal embeddings of Riemannian manifolds. The catenoid is a stationary
solution of the associated Cauchy problem. This solution is linearly unstable,
and we show that this instability is the only obstruction to the global nonlin-
ear stability of the catenoid. More precisely, we prove in a certain symmetry
class the existence, in the neighborhood of the catenoid initial data, of a co-
dimension 1 Lipschitz manifold transverse to the unstable mode consisting of
initial data whose solutions exist globally in time and converge asymptotically
to the catenoid.
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1. Introduction
We study here extremal hypersurfaces embedded in the p1 ` 3q-dimensional
Minkowski space R1,3. More precisely, we consider for a three-dimensional smooth
manifold M the embeddings Φ : M Ñ R1,3 such that ΦpMq has vanishing mean
curvature, and such that the pull-back metric has Lorentzian signature. We will
consider the associated Cauchy problem. Given a two-dimensional smooth mani-
fold Σ and two maps Φ0 : ΣÑ R3 and Φ1 : ΣÑ R3, we can ask for the existence
and uniqueness of an interval I “ pT0, T1q Q 0 and a map Φ : I ˆ Σ Ñ R1,3 such
that ΦpIˆΣq has vanishing mean curvature, Φ : ttuˆΣÑ ttuˆR3, and the initial
conditions Φ|t0uˆΣ “ p0,Φ0q and BtΦ|t0uˆΣ “ p1,Φ1q are satisfied. Observe that
with the knowledge of Φ0,Φ1 it is possible to compute the pullback metric of IˆΣ
along t0u ˆ Σ. As it turns out, as long as the pullback metric is Lorentzian, the
quasilinear system of equations for the extremal hypersurface is second order reg-
ularly hyperbolic [10, 30], and local well-posedness for smooth initial data holds
(see [3, 17]). It is then natural to consider the large time behavior of the flow.
Note that not all solutions are global as there are known finite time blow up dy-
namics. Let us for example exhibit a large but compactly supported perturbation
of the catenoid (see following paragraphs; also Section 2.1) initial data which be-
comes singular in finite time. If we start with the initial data given by the standard
infinite cylinder, that is
Φ0pω, yq “ pcosω, sinω, yq, Φ1pω, yq “ 0,
we see that the equations of motion reduce to an ordinary differential equation in
time for the radius R of the cylinder
RR2 “ ´1` pR1q2
which leads to the explicit solution
Φpt, ω, yq “ pt, cos t cosω, cos t sinω, yq.
This solution is singular at time t “ π{2, as dΦ|t“π{2 is no longer injective: the
cylinder has collapsed to the x3 axis. (Similar collapse results under symmetry
assumptions has been studied by Aurilia-Christodoulou [4] and can also be derived
more generally from the result of Nguyen-Tian [25].) It is clear that such blow-ups
do not depend on the asymptotics, as y Ñ ˘8, of the initial data, due to the finite
speed of propagation property of quasilinear wave equations. We can spatially
localize the blow-up by taking initial data which smoothly glues a compact portion
of the cylinder of length (measured in the y direction) at least 2 to the catenoid
(with a corresponding compact region excised), analogously to the construction of
compactly supported blow-up solutions to the focusing semilinear wave equation
u “ ´|u|p´1u from the ODE blow-up mechanism.
On the other hand, a particular class of initial data which admits global solu-
tions are those for which Φ0 : Σ Ñ R3 is the embedding for a minimal surface,
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and Φ1 “ 0. It is easily checked that the map Φpt, pq “ pt,Φ0ppqq embeds R ˆ Σ
into R1,3 with zero mean curvature, and BtΦ “ p1, 0, 0, 0q implies that the pullback
metric is Lorentzian. We consider in this paper the problem of stability of these
stationary solutions. The first explicit consideration of a problem of this sort is
due to Brendle (in higher dimensions) [8] and Lindblad [20], building upon ear-
lier works [9, 15] on global existence of general quasilinear wave equations. They
consider small perturbations of the stationary solution given by a flat hyperplane.
One can then write the solution as a graph over the stationary background, and re-
duce the problem to the small data problem for a scalar quasilinear wave equation
satisfying both the quadratic [9, 15] and cubic [1, 2] null conditions.
In this paper we will consider the problem of stability for a non trivial stationary
background. Our work is in the spirit of recent studies of asymptotic stability of
solitary waves for semilinear wave equations (see for example [5, 6, 18, 23, 24];
see also [13, 22, 26, 28] for finite time blow up regimes which correspond to as-
ymptotic stability in suitable rescaled variables), but in a quasilinear setting. The
background solution we choose is the catenoid, which is an embedded minimal
surface in R3, and is a surface of revolution with topology S1 ˆ R. The induced
Riemannian metric on Σ at a fixed time for this stationary solution is asymptoti-
cally flat (with two ends). This fact is important in our analysis. Indeed, as it is
clear from the study by Brendle and Lindblad, to prove any sort of global existence
statement we need to exploit the pointwise radiative decay of solutions to the lin-
earized equation on our background manifold. In [20] the linearized equation is
exactly the linear wave equation on R1,2, and the pointwise decay utilized is the
classical one. In our case, the linearized equation is a geometric wave equation on
the curved background Σ with a potential term. The asymptotic flatness of Σ thus
plays an important role in establishing a decay mechanism.
As mentioned above, a significant difference with the small data cases consid-
ered by Lindblad and Brendle is that the linearized equation is no longer the linear
wave equation on the background manifold RˆΣ; it also contains a potential term.
In addition to introducing complications when applying the vector-field method
to obtain decay, the potential term turns out to have the “wrong sign”. That is to
say, the linearized equation admits an exponentially growing mode. As observed
by Krieger-Lindblad [17], if one isolates the perturbation away from the “collar
region” (see Figure 1), one can verify that the solution exists “up to the time when
the collar begins to move” (due to finite speed of propagation). One should inter-
pret this restriction as when the exponentially growing mode (which is very small
initially) overtakes the radiating parts of the perturbation in size. In view of this
exponentially growing mode, we cannot obtain stability for arbitrary perturbations.
Similar to the analysis of Krieger-Schlag [18] for the semilinear wave equation, we
will prove (for a more precise statement, see Section 2.4)
Theorem 1.1 (Codimension one stability of the catenoid, version 1). Let gd be the
unstable mode for the linear evolution. For any sufficiently small initial pertur-
bation pΦ0,Φ1q of catenoid initial data, we can find a small number α such that
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solution generated by the initial data pΦ0 ` αgd,Φ1q exists for all future time and
decays asymptotically to the catenoid.
Remark 1.1. While here we explicitly consider the case of embedding a hypersur-
face in R1,3, the method should easily carry over to the case where the ambient
Minkowski space has higher dimensions, as pointwise decay estimates (Section
2.3) improve in higher dimensions, making the nonlinear analysis (Section 2.2.1)
simpler. Furthermore the spectral properties of the linearized operators (Section
2.2.2) are qualitatively the same independently of the dimension.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the equation which
we will study, discuss some of its main features, describe the linear theory, and
state our main theorem. In Section 3 we describe the bootstrap argument which
will be used to prove our main theorem. In Sections 4 through 6, we improve on
our bootstrap assumptions under the assumption that the projection of our solution
on the unstable mode is under control. In Section 7 we improve our control of the
unstable mode. Finally, we prove our main theorem in Section 8.
2. Main Results
2.1. Formulation of the problem. As mentioned above, we consider perturba-
tions of the stationary catenoid solution to the extremal surface equation. The
catenoid as a surface of revolution can be parametrized by (see also Figure 1)
Rˆ S1 Q py, ωq ÞÑ
ˆ
r “
b
1` y2, z “ sinh´1 y, θ “ ω
˙
P R` ˆ Rˆ S1, (2.1)
where we use the standard cylindrical coordinates system on R3. Throughout we
use the notation xyy “
a
1 ` y2. The parametrization here exposes the catenoid,
a surface of revolution, as a warped product manifold with base R and fibre S; the
coordinate y is chosen to be orthogonal to the fibers and to have unit length (note
that the parametrization is “by arc length” if we “mod” out the rotational degree of
freedom). In this coordinate system we see that the induced Riemannian metric on
the catenoid has the line element
dy2 ` xyy2 dω2 ,
and that xyy { |y| Ñ 1 as y Ñ ˘8 captures the asymptotic flatness of this manifold.
In addition to the rotational symmetry, the catenoid also has a reflection symme-
try about the plane z “ 0; in terms of the intrinsic coordinates, this is the mapping
y ÞÑ ´y. For simplicity, we will consider only perturbations that preserve both
symmetries. More precisely, we will consider the case where the perturbed solu-
tion is still, at any instance of time, a surface of revolution that is symmetric about
the plane z “ 0. Note that since the induced Riemannian metric on Σ is asymp-
totically flat with two ends, the Hamiltonian flow on R ˆ Σ using the pullback
metric exhibits trapping, which is manifest in the closed geodesic at the “collar”
of Σ (see Figure 1). The rotational symmetry reduces our scenario to the “zero
angular momentum case”, and hence issues associated with the trapping of the ge-
odesic flow do not appear in our analysis. A treatment of the full problem, without
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Figure 1. The catenoid surface with the “collar” (thinnest part of
the surface of revolution) marked out. In the transparent portion
we can see the level sets of the angular coordinate ω as well as the
“radial” coordinate y.
rotational symmetry, will require a modification of some parts of our proof which
rely explicitly on the 1+1 reduction of the problem in rotational symmetry, as well
as a detailed study of the trapping phenomenon, which usually induces a loss of
derivatives. On the other hand, the reflection symmetry is only used to simplify
the analysis by effectively fixing the centre of mass; we do not expect there to
be obstructions in removing this assumption given finite speed of propagation for
nonlinear wave equations.
Given the geometric nature of our problem, there are many different ways of
parametrizing our solution manifold M (or equivalently, fixing the time parameter
t, parametrizing the time slices). To cast the problem as a concrete system of
partial differential equations requires choosing a gauge (in other words, fixing a
preferred parametrization; this problem is typical for geometric equations such as
the Ricci flow or Einstein equations). Given the assumed symmetries one may be
tempted into a geometric gauge choice via intrinsic quantities: for example, the
rotational symmetry means that naturally ω is a good candidate coordinate, and
we may want to choose the other coordinate y of Σ to be orthogonal to ω and
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Figure 2. The local coordinate system induced by the normal bun-
dle of the catenoid. We show here the cross section for a fixed ω.
of unit length, similar to our parametrization of the catenoid. This choice turns
out to be not suitable for studying the stability problem as the equation for the
difference between our perturbed solution and the stationary catenoid becomes a
complicated equation for a vector-valued function with a compatibility constraint
(coming from the “unit-length” requirement). By using the compatibility constraint
one can convert this to a scalar non-local integro-differential equation.
Since we are interested in the stability problem in the rotationally symmetric
case, instead we will consider our perturbed solution as a graph over the catenoid.
More precisely, using that the outward-pointing unit normal vector field to the
catenoid is xyy´1 pBr ´ yBzq, there is a natural smooth surjection from the normal
bundle of the catenoid to R3, given by (see Figure 2)
py, ω, φq ÞÑ
ˆ
r “ xyy ` φxyy , z “ sinh
´1 y´ yφxyy , θ “ ω
˙
. (2.2)
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By considering the radius of curvature for the constant ω level curves, we see
that restricted to |φ| ă xyy2 this mapping is regular and injective. Since we are
interested in perturbations of the φ “ 0 level set, we make the assumption that our
perturbed solution can be written as a graph over tφ “ 0u in this coordinate system.
That is to say, we will study the small data problem for φ “ φpt, yq. Note that our
assumption of reflection symmetry implies that φ will be an even function in y, and
the lack of ω dependence indicates that the graph is a surface of revolution.
Under this parametrization, we can derive the equation of motion for the ex-
tremal surface by formally writing down the Euler-Lagrange equations for the La-
grangian given by the induced volume form on the graph associated to φpt, yq; this
computation is carried out in Appendix A. We find that the equation of motion can
be written as a quasilinear wave equation with potential for φ in the coordinates
t, y:
´ B2ttφ` B2yyφ`
y
xyy2
Byφ` 2xyy4
φ “ Q2 ` Q3 ` Q4 ` S 2 ` S 3 ` S 4, (2.3)
where the quasilinear terms Q˚ and semilinear terms S ˚ are split into those qua-
dratic, cubic, and quartic-or-more in φ and its derivatives:
Q2 “ ´ 2φxyy2
B2ttφ, (2.4a)
Q3 “ φ
2
xyy4
B2yyφ` pBtφq2B2yyφ´ 2BtφByφB2tyφ` pByφq2B2ttφ, (2.4b)
Q4 “ φ
2
xyy4
«˜
2φ
xyy2
´ φ
2
xyy4
´ pByφq2
¸
B2ttφ` 2ByφBtφB2tyφ´ pBtφq2B2yyφ
ff
,
(2.4c)
and
S 2 “ 4φ
2
xyy6
` 4yφByφ
xyy4
´ pByφq
2
xyy2
, (2.5a)
S 3 “ yφ
2
xyy6
Byφ´ 2φ
3
xyy8
´
˜
3φ
xyy4
` yByφ
xyy2
¸
pByφq2 `
˜
2φ
xyy4
` yByφ
xyy2
¸
pBtφq2,
(2.5b)
S 4 “ ´
˜
4yφ
xyy4
` yφ
2
xyy6
¸
ByφpBtφq2 ´
˜
4φ2
xyy6
´ 2φ
3
xyy8
¸
pBtφq2. (2.5c)
We denote by F this nonlinearity
Fpy, φ,∇φ,∇2φq “ Q2 ` Q3 ` Q4 ` S 2 ` S 3 ` S 4 . (2.6)
2.2. A first look at the structure of the equation. Let us point out some of the
main features of the equations (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5). That our argument can con-
trol the nonlinear terms using pointwise decay estimates is largely due to two spe-
cial structures: the terms are either localized or they exhibit a null condition. We
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comment on these structures in Section 2.2.1. The linear evolution introduces addi-
tional difficulties as there is an exponentially growing mode: the pointwise decay
estimates we need can only be expected away from the growing mode. This is
discussed in Section 2.2.2.
2.2.1. Nonlinearities. The reason that we separated the quadratic, cubic, and quartic-
and-higher nonlinearities is that we intend to make use of the radiative decay ef-
fects of the wave equation on a (2+1) dimensional, asymptotically flat space-time
to gain decay in the “wave zone”, the region where y and t are comparable. The
experience with small-data, quasilinear wave equations on R1,2, see [1,2,20], indi-
cates that the most dangerous terms are those which are quadratic and cubic in the
nonlinearities, due to the expected linear decay rate of 1{?t for wave equations in
2 spatial dimensions (see also Section 2.3).
On the other hand, in (2.4) and (2.5), almost all the nonlinear terms, in particular
all the quadratic ones, gain an additional boost in decay from the coefficients of
the form xyy´k — in the wave zone this term contributes a decay rate of t´k which
vastly improves the situation. The term Q2, for example, has the form Opt´5{2q¨B2ttφ
with a coefficient which is much better than the integrability threshold of Opt´1q,
if we assume an expected linear decay rate. As we shall see in the analysis, this
localization of some of the most dangerous nonlinearities plays a crucial role in
allowing us to close our decay estimates.
The only exception to this boost in decay occurs in the term Q3: there we have
a non-linearity of the form
pBtφq2B2yyφ´ 2BtφByφB2tyφ` pByφq2B2ttφ (2.7)
which is unweighted. However, as was observed in [20] for the perturbation of
the trivial solution, this term carries a null structure. One can see this purely at an
algebraic level: in terms of the background null coordinates u “ t`y and v “ t´y,
the nonlinearity takes the form
4pBvφq2B2uuφ` 4pBuφq2B2vvφ´ 8BuφBvφB2uvφ
and hence verifies the cubic, quasilinear null condition [1]. The null condition ex-
hibits in particular a hidden divergence/gradient structure: in the context of elliptic
theory it appears in the proof of Wente’s inequality [29]; and in the context of wave
equations it drives the null form estimates of Klainerman and Machedon [16]. For
our explicit nonlinearity above, one can check easily that the following identity
holds
pBtφq2B2yyφ´ 2BtφByφB2tyφ` pByφq2B2ttφ
“ Bt
“pBtφq3‰´ 2By“ByφpBtφq2‰` Bt“pByφq2Btφ‰` 3pBtφq2pB2yyφ´ B2ttφq.
The first three terms of the right-hand side exhibit the hidden divergence structure,
while for the last term, we may replace ´B2ttφ ` B2yyφ using our original equation
(2.3) and hence obtain terms which are cubic with sufficient weights together with
quartic and higher terms which have better decay properties.
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2.2.2. Linear spectral analysis. Having described the difficulties that arise from
the “right hand side” of (2.3), we turn our attention to the “left hand side”. The
linear operator
´ B2ttφ` B2yyφ`
y
xyy2
Byφ (2.8)
is in fact the coordinate-invariant wave operator Mφ on the background R ˆ Σ.
Indeed, the induced Lorentzian metric on the stationary catenoid solution, as an
embedded hypersurface of R1,3, is
´dt2 ` dy2 ` xyy2 dω2 ,
and its corresponding Laplace-Beltrami operator can be computed to be exactly
(2.8). However, since we are considering the perturbation of a non trivial solution,
there is also a lower order correction term generated by the linearization, namely
the potential term 2 xyy´4 φ on the left hand side of (2.3). Note that the coefficient
2 xyy´4 has a positive sign, which indicates that it is an attractive potential, and
opens up the possibility of the existence of a negative energy ground state. This
is related to the variational instability of the catenoid as a minimal surface [12]:
indeed, geometrically we can write the linear operator on the left hand side of (2.3)
as
g ´ Scalar
where g is the Laplace-Beltrami operator for the induced Lorentzian metric on
the static catenoid solution, and Scalar is the induced scalar curvature. This op-
erator is formally the second variation of the extremal surface Lagrangian, and
in the Riemannian case is precisely the stability operator for minimal hypersur-
faces embedded in Euclidean spaces. The positivity of the potential term and the
linear instability is then seen as a consequence of minimal surfaces in R3 neces-
sarily having negative Gaussian curvature. Any corresponding eigenfunction of
the linearized operator will generate either non-decaying or exponentially growing
modes; clearly this will complicate our estimates based on expectation of linear
pointwise decay.
Now, the natural space on which to study our linear operator is the L2 space
adapted to the geometry; that is to say, we should be looking at L2pΣq where Σ is
the catenoid. In the intrinsic coordinates py, ωq this is L2pxyy dy dωq. Since we are
working with rotationally symmetric functions, we find it convenient to absorb the
weight xyy onto the function φ instead, and work with L2pdyq. In other words we
introduce the notation
˜φ :“ xyy 12 φ
and we obtain in place of (2.3) the following equation:
´ B2t ˜φ` B2y ˜φ`
6` y2
4 xyy4
˜φ “ xyy 12 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φq. (2.9)
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Thus, we are now working with the standard L2pdyq space and on this space the
relevant linear operator
L :“ ´B2y ´
6` y2
4 xyy4
(2.10)
is a short-range perturbation of the Laplacian. Since the potential term is a bounded
multiplier which decays to 0 as |y| Ñ 8, the operator L is self-adjoint on L2pdyq
with domain tB2yy f P L2pdyqu, and its essential spectrum is exactly r0,8q (this
result is classical, see e.g. [14, Sections 13.1 and 14.3]). Due to the Opxyy´2q decay
of the potential term, the solutions to the ordinary differential equation pL´λqηλ “
0 for λ ą 0 are given by the Jost solutions [27, Theorem XI.57], and hence there
are no L2 eigenfunctions with positive eigenvalue.
In the case λ “ 0, the equation Lη0 “ 0 can be solved explicitly: this is sim-
ply due to the fact that L is the natural linearized operator for the minimal surface
embedding problem, and that after fixing rotational symmetry, the catenoid solu-
tions form a two parameter family due to the freedoms for scaling and translating
(along the axis). To be more precise, the standard catenoid we choose in (2.1) is
the element of the family
py, ωq ÞÑ `r “ a @a´1yD , z “ b ` a sinh´1pa´1yq, θ “ ω˘ , (2.11)
parametrized by pa, bq P R` ˆ R, with a “ 1 and b “ 0. The two linearly
independent solutions to Lη0 “ 0 correspond to infinitesimal motions in a and b
of the above. From this consideration it is clear that the movement in b corresponds
to an odd solution (and so ruled out by our symmetry assumptions) with a unique
root at y “ 0, while movement in a corresponds to an even solution with two roots.
We can easily obtain the explicit form of these two solutions by formally taking
derivatives relative to a, b after expressing (2.11) in the coordinates (2.2). This
yields
η0 “ xyy
1
2 ¨
# y
xyy sinh
´1 y´ 1 (scaling symmetry in aq,
y
xyy (translation symmetry in bq.
(2.12)
One sees easily from the asymptotic behavior that neither of these functions belong
to L2pdyq.
Remark 2.1. The fact that the solutions η0 do not belong to L2pdyq implies that
we do not have to modulate. In other words, the individual elements of our two
parameter family (2.11) are “infinitely far” from one another (this can be seen
from their asymptotic behavior) and we do not need to track the “motion along the
soliton manifold” for our analysis.
We lastly consider the possible discrete spectrum below 0. By testing with bump
functions we easily see that there must be a negative eigenvalue. By the Sturm-
Picone comparison theorem [7, Section 10.6] and the explicit solutions (2.12)
above, we see that the eigenvalue is unique, and its eigenfunction is nowhere van-
ishing (it is the ground state). We call this eigenfunction gdpyq and its associated
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eigenvalue ´k2d. (Numerically „ ´0.5857.) Note that gd is smooth, and decays
exponentially as |y| Ñ 8.
In the sequel we let Pd denote the projection onto the ground state gd, and Pc
the projection onto the continuous spectrum. Noting that gd contributes an expo-
nentially growing mode to the linear evolution, we cannot expect to have stability
for any perturbation. Instead, we will show that given a sufficiently small initial
perturbation ˜φ, we can adjust its projection to the ground state Pd ˜φ while keeping
Pc ˜φ unchanged so as to guarantee global existence and asymptotic vanishing of the
solution. In the analysis we will treat the continuous part and the discrete part of
the spectrum separately. We will describe the linear decay estimates for the con-
tinuous part of the solution in Section 2.3. This will be combined with the analysis
of the nonlinear terms (in the spirit of Section 2.2.1) to derive a priori estimates
assuming that the discrete part of the solution is well behaved. Finally we will
close the argument in Section 7 by showing that such a good choice of initial Pd ˜φ
is possible.
2.3. Energy bounds and pointwise decay estimates for L. For the sequel, we
shall use the following key energy and decay estimates associated with the evolu-
tion of the operator L, which are proved in [11]. Recall that we take Pc “ 1 ´ Pd
to be the projection to the continuous part of the spectrum of L. In the sequel, we
shall frequently use the notations (as well as variations thereof)
}x∇t,yyαψ}S , }x∇t,yyαxΓyκψ}S
for various norms } ¨ }S . By these expressions we shall understand the quantitiesÿ
0ď|β|ďα
}∇βt,yψ}S ,
ÿ
0ď|β|ďα
ÿ
0ďκ˜ďκ
}∇βt,yΓκ˜ψ}S .
Here Γ stands for either one of the vector fields Γ1 “ tBy ` yBt, Γ2 “ tBt ` yBy.
Proposition 2.1. For any multi-index α “ pα1, α2q P N2ě0, we have
}∇αt,yPceit
?
L f }L2dy . }xByy
|α| f }L2dy (2.13)
with constant depending on |α| “ α1 ` α2. Moreover, denoting the scaling vector
field
Γ2 :“ tBt ` yBy,
we have for any α P Ně0, β P N2ě0 the weighted energy bounds
}∇βt,yΓα2 Pceit
?
L f }L2dy . }xyy
αxByy|β|`α f }L2dy . (2.14)
For the sine evolution, we have the following bounds for |α| ě 1: for any ε˚ ě 0
}∇αt,yPc
sinpt?Lq?
L
f }L2dy . }xByy
|α|´1 f }L2dy ` } f }L1xyyε˚dy (2.15)
as well as
}∇αt,yΓκ2Pc
sinpt?Lq?
L
f }L2dy . }xByy
|α|´1xΓ2yκ f }L2dy ` }xΓ2y
κ f }L1
xyyε˚dy
. (2.16)
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As for radiative decay, we have the following: for every σ P r1{2, 1s, it holds that
}xyy´σPceit
?
L f }L8dy . xty´σ
“}xyyσ f }L1dy ` }xyyσ f 1}L1dy‰,
and
}xyy´σPc sinpt
?
Lq?
L
g}L8dy . xty
´σ}xyyσg}L1dy .
Remark 2.2. In [11], the linear estimates (2.15) and (2.16) are proven with ε˚ “ 0,
which imply the stated versions above. We introduce the xyyε˚ weight (which
should be regarded as a constraint on the decay rate of initial data) in order to
prevent logarithmic divergences when controlling the nonlinear contributions. As
such, ε˚ should be considered a small positive number that is fixed once and for
all.
Remark 2.3. For the radiative decay, the value σ “ 12 corresponds to the natural,
unweighted decay for wave equations on 1`2 dimensional space-times. The values
σ ą 12 are weighted estimates factoring in spatial localizations.
The preceding bounds are still too crude to handle the unweighted cubic inter-
action terms that shows up in Q3 of (2.4), and so we complement them with the
following.
Proposition 2.2. For any multi-index α “ pα1, α2q P N2ě0, |α| ě 1, we have
}∇αt,yPc
sinpt?Lq?
L
pBy f q}L2dy . }xByy
|α| f }L2dy , (2.17)
}∇αt,yΓκ2Pc
sinpt?Lq?
L
pBy f q}L2dy . }xByy
|α|xΓ2yκ f }L2dy , (2.18)
as well as for the inhomogeneous evolution
}∇αt,yPc
ż t
0
sin
`pt ´ sq?L˘?
L
pBsFq}L2dy . }x∇s,yy
|α|F}L1s L2dy , (2.19)
}∇αt,yΓκ2Pc
ż t
0
sin
`pt ´ sq?L˘?
L
pBsFq}L2dy . }x∇s,yy
|α|xΓ2yκF}L1s L2dy . (2.20)
In order to handle the local terms in (2.3), we need a local energy decay result.
This is given by the following
Proposition 2.3. We have the space-time bounds
}xyy´1∇αt,yΓκ2 cospt
?
LqPc f }L2t,y ` }xy log yy
´1
∇
α
t,yΓ
κ
2
sinpt?Lq?
L
Pcg}L2t,y
. }xByy|α|xΓyκ f }L2dy ` }xByy
|α|´1xΓyκg}L2
xyy1`dy
.
The inhomogeneous version with source terms of gradient structure is as follows:
}xy log yy´1∇αt,yΓκ2Pc
ż t
0
sinpt ´ sq?Lq?
L
pBs,yFq}L2t,y . }x∇s,yy
|α|xΓ2yκF}L1s L2dy .
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These linear estimates were proven in [11] for a large class of 1 ` 1 dimen-
sional wave equations with potentials. The main technique used there is that of the
distorted Fourier transform, which is essentially the representation of solutions as
superpositions of generalized eigenfunctions of the linear operator L (analogous
to how the Fourier transform represents functions as superpositions of generalized
eigenfunctions of the Laplacian). When restricted to the continuous part of the
spectrum, this representation allows the use of oscillatory integral techniques to
obtain dispersive estimates. Part of the difficulty in implementing this process is in
analyzing the spectral measure and obtain suitable descriptions of the generalized
eigenfunctions. These are done in detail in [11].
To control the decay rate of the nonlinear evolution, in addition to the standard
dispersive bounds we also need a variation of the vector field method to take ad-
vantage of the algebraic structure of the nonlinearities. Recall that the vectorfields
associated to ´B2t ` B2y are the Lorentz boost generator Γ1 “ tBy ` yBt and the
generator of scaling symmetry Γ2 “ tBt ` yBy. In our problem, we cannot ob-
tain estimates on Γφ using the estimates available for solutions φ, since Γ1,2 do
not commute with the linearized operator L. To overcome this in [11] a method is
introduced where bounds on Γ2 are obtained by studying its analogue under the dis-
torted Fourier transform. From these linear estimates on Γ2 derivatives we obtain
control on Γ1 derivatives, by using the structure of the equation and the behavior of
the solution in the space-time regions y ! t and y & t; see Lemma 4.1 for details.
2.4. Main Theorem. The unstable mode associated with L should lead in general
to exponentially growing solutions for (2.9), even for arbitrarily small initial data.
Nonetheless, it is natural to expect the existence of a suitable co-dimension one set
of small initial data corresponding to solutions which exist globally in forward time
and decay toward zero, i. e. the evolved surface converges to the static catenoid.
This is proved in the following theorem which is our main result.
Theorem 2.4 (Codimension one stability of the catenoid). Let us be given a pair of
even functions p ˜φ1, ˜φ2q P WN0,1pRq X WN0,2pRq satisfying the smallness condition
} ˜φ}X0 :“
ÿ
j“1,2
}xyyN0´ j`1xByyN0´ j`1 ˜φ j}L1dyXL2dy ď δ0
for δ0 ą 0 sufficiently small, and N0 sufficiently large. Then there exists a param-
eter a P R which depends Lipschitz continuously on ˜φ1,2 with respect to X0 such
that the solution ˜φ of (2.9) corresponding to the initial data
p ˜φp0, ¨q, Bt ˜φp0, ¨qq “ p ˜φ1 ` agd, ˜φ2q
exists globally in forward time t ą 0. Moreover, φ “ xyy´1{2 ˜φ decays toward zero:
|φpt, ¨q| . xty´ 12 .
An interesting open problem is the description of the flow in the neighborhood
of the codimension 1 manifold of Theorem 2.4, and in particular whether this
manifold is a threshold between two different types of stable regimes. An anal-
ogous problem has been studied in [21] in the case of the L2 critical nonlinear
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Schro¨dinger equation. The initial data corresponding to Bourgain-Wang solutions
(which are expected to form a co-dimension one manifold [19]), are shown to lie
at the boundary between solutions blowing up in finite time in the log-log regime
and solutions scattering to 0 (note that both are known to be stable regimes for that
equation). Numerical simulations for the extremal surface equation suggest that
a similar behavior might take place here. Indeed, the codimension 1 manifold of
Theorem 2.4 seems to be the threshold between two types of regimes: one leading
to a collapse of the collar (φ Ñ ´xyy2 for some |y| ! 1 and the solution ceases to
be an immersed submanifold), and another leading to the accelerated widening of
the collar region.
3. Setting up the analysis
The aim of this section is to set up the bootstrap argument.
3.1. Spectral decomposition of the solution. We decompose our solution ˜φ as
˜φ “ hptqgd ` ˜ψ
so that ˜ψ satisfies
x ˜ψ, gdy “ 0.
Thus, we have
Pd ˜φ “ hptqgd , Pc ˜φ “ ˜ψ.
In particular, ˜ψ satisfies in view of (2.9)$&%´B2t ˜ψ` B2y ˜ψ` 12 3`
y2
2
p1`y2q2 ˜ψ “ Pcpp1 ` y2q
1
4 Fpy, φ,∇φ,∇2φqq,
˜ψp0, .q “ Pc ˜φ1, Bt ˜ψp0, .q “ Pc ˜φ2.
(3.1)
We derive a formula for hptq in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. hptq is given by
hptq
“ 1
2
ˆ
a` x ˜φ1, gdy ` x
˜φ2, gdy
kd
´ 1kd
ż t
0
xp1 ` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqpsq, gdye´kd sds
˙
ekd t
` 1
2
ˆ
a` x ˜φ1, gdy ´ x
˜φ2, gdy
kd
` 1kd
ż t
0
xp1 ` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqpsq, gdyekd sds
˙
e´kd t.
Proof. hptq satisfies in view of (2.9) and the fact that gd is en eigenvector of L with
eigenvalue ´k2d:
´h2ptq ` k2dhptq “ xp1 ` y2q
1
4 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φq, gdy.
Using the variation of constant methods, we deduce
hptq “
ˆ
A1 ´ 12kd
ż t
0
xp1 ` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqpsq, gdye´kd sds
˙
ekd t
`
ˆ
A2 ` 12kd
ż t
0
xp1` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqpsq, gdyekd sds
˙
e´kd t.
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Since we have
hp0q “ a ` x ˜φ1, gdy, h1p0q “ x ˜φ2, gdy,
we deduce
A1 “ 12
ˆ
a ` x ˜φ1, gdy ` x
˜φ2, gdy
kd
˙
and A2 “ 12
ˆ
a` x ˜φ1, gdy ´ x
˜φ2, gdy
kd
˙
.
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
3.2. Setting up the bootstrap. Consider a time T ą 0 such that the following
bootstrap assumptions hold on r0, Tq:
}∇t,y∇αt,y ˜φ}L2dy ď εxty
ν, 0 ď |α| ď N1, (3.2)
}∇βt,yφ}L8dy ď εxty
´ 12 , 0 ď |β| ď N1
2
` C, (3.3)
}xyy´ 12∇βt,yφ}L8dy ď εxty
´ 12´δ1 , 0 ď |β| ď N1
2
` C, (3.4)
}∇t,y∇βt,yΓγ2 ˜φ}L2dy ď εxty
pr 2|β|N1 s`1q10
γν
, 0 ď |β| ď N1 ´ γ, 0 ď γ ď 2, (3.5)
}xy log yy´1`∇βt,yΓγ2 ˜φq}L2t,ypr0,T sq ď εxTypχγą0r 2|β|N1 s`1q10γν,
0 ď |β| ď 1 ` N1 ´ γ, 0 ď γ ď 2,
(3.6)
ÿ
βďN1`1
|Bβt hptq| ď εxty´1´2δ1 ,
ÿ
β`κďN1`1
|Bβt ptBtqκhptq| ď εxtyp1`r
2|β|
N1
sq10κν
, κ P t1, 2u,
ÿ
β`κďN1`1
››Bβt ptBtqκh››L2
r0,Ts
ď εxTyp1`r
2|β|
N1
sq10κν
, κ P t1, 2u.
(3.7)
Our claim is that the above regime is trapped.
Proposition 3.2 (Improvement of the bootstrap assumptions). There exists an N1
sufficiently large, such that the following holds: there is N0 sufficiently large, such
that if N1 " C ě 10 and given ε ą 0, 1 " δ1 " ν " ε, there is δ0 “ δ0pε, N0q ą 0
sufficiently small (as in Theorem 2.4) and
a P r´ε 32 , ε 32 s
such that ˜φ satisfies the following bounds
}∇t,y∇αt,y ˜φ}L2dy . pδ0 ` ε
3
2 qxtyν, 0 ď |α| ď N1, (3.8)
}∇βt,yφ}L8dy . pδ0 ` ε
3
2 qxty´ 12 , 0 ď |β| ď N1
2
`C, (3.9)
}xyy´ 12∇βt,yφ}L8dy . pδ0 ` ε
3
2 qxty´ 12´δ1 , 0 ď |β| ď N1
2
` C, (3.10)
}∇t,y∇βt,yΓγ2 ˜φ}L2dy . pδ0`ε
3
2 qxtypr
2|β|
N1
s`1q10γν
, 0 ď |β| ď N1´γ, 0 ď γ ď 2, (3.11)
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}xy log yy´1`∇βt,yΓγ2 ˜φq}L2t,ypr0,T sq . pδ0 ` ε 32 qxTypχγą0r 2|β|N1 s`1q10γν,
0 ď |β| ď 1 ` N1 ´ γ, 0 ď γ ď 2,
(3.12)
ÿ
βďN1`1
|Bβt hptq| . pδ0 ` ε
3
2 qxty´1´2δ1 ,
ÿ
β`κďN1`1
|Bβt ptBtqκhptq| . pδ0 ` ε
3
2 qxtyp1`r
2|β|
N1
sq10κν
, κ P t1, 2u,
ÿ
β`κďN1`1
››Bβt ptBtqκh››L2
r0,Ts
. pδ0 ` ε 32 qxTyp1`r
2|β|
N1
sq10κν
, κ P t1, 2u.
(3.13)
The rest of the paper is as follows. In section 4, we prove the energy bounds
(3.8) and (3.11). In section 5, we prove the local energy decay (3.12). In section 6,
we prove the decay estimates (3.9) and (3.10). In section 7, we prove the existence
of a such that (3.13) holds which concludes the proof of Proposition 3.2. Finally,
we prove Theorem 2.4 in section 8.
4. Energy bounds
The goal of this section is to prove the estimates (3.8) and (3.11).
4.1. The proof of the estimate (3.8). In view of (3.1), we have
˜ψ “ cospt
?
LqPc ˜φ1 ` sinpt
?
Lq?
L
Pc ˜φ2 `
ż t
0
sinprt ´ ss?Lq?
L
Pc
`
Gps, ¨q˘ ds (4.1)
where
Gps, yq “ p1 ` y2q 14 Fpy, φ,∇φ,∇2φq.
In order to derive the desired energy bounds, we can use Proposition 2.1 for the
weighted terms without maximum order derivatives, and Proposition 2.2 for the
pure cubic terms, as we shall see. In order to deal with the maximum order deriv-
ative terms, we have to use a direct integration by parts argument. To begin with,
we reveal the gradient structure in the top order cubic terms. One can check easily
that the following identity holds
Bt
“
φ2t ψt
‰´ 2By“φyφtψt‰` Bt“φ2yψt‰` φ2t pψyy ´ ψttq ` 2pφyy ´ φttqφtψt
“ φ2t ψyy ´ 2φyφtψty ` φ2yψtt (4.2)
Denote
Xt,yp∇φ,∇ψq “ Xt,yp∇φ, Btψq :“ Bt
“
φ2t ψt
‰´ 2By“φyφtψt‰` Bt“φ2yψt‰.
Note that Xt,y is linear in its second argument.
In order to recover the bounds for ˜ψ, we then distinguish between the following
three cases:
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4.1.1. First order derivatives. Examining the wave equation (3.1), we can split the
right-hand side into two parts writing
xyy 12 Fpy, φ,∇φ,∇2φq “ xyy 12 F1py, φ,∇φ,∇2φq ` Xt,yp∇φ,∇ ˜φq.
Then applying Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 to the wave equation (3.1) in view of the
splitting above, we obtain
sup
tPr0,T s
}∇t,y ˜ψ}L2dy . }x∇yy ˜φ1}L2dy ` } ˜φ2}L2dyXL1xyyε˚dy
` ››F1››L1t L2xyydyXL1t L1xyy 12`ε˚ dyr0,T s `
3ÿ
k“1
››Ak››L1t L2dyr0,T s (4.3)
where
A1 “ pBtφq2Bt ˜φ, A2 “ ByφBtφBt ˜φ, A3 “ pByφq2Bt ˜φ
come from Xt,yp∇φ,∇ ˜φq.
From our assumptions on ˜φ1,2, we have
}x∇yy ˜φ1}L2dy ` } ˜φ2}L2dyXL1xyyε˚dy ď δ0. (4.4)
The contributions from the terms Ak are also straightforward to control. Using the
bootstrap assumptions (3.2) and (3.3), we have››p∇t,yφq2∇t,y ˜φ››L1t L2dyr0,T s . ››xtyν|∇t,yφ|2››L1t L8dy r0,T s››xty´ν∇t,y ˜φ››L8t L2dy
. ν´1ε3xTyν . ε2xTyν. (4.5)
It remains to deal with the more complicated source term F1. We observe that F1
can be decomposed (see (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5)) as
F1 “ Q2 ` Q4 ` S 2 ` S 3 ` S 4 ` φ
2
xyy4
φyyloooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooon
with good y weights
` pφtq2φyy ´ 2φtφyφty ` pφyq2φtt ´ xyy´
1
2 Xt,yp∇φ, xyy
1
2 Btφq.
We easily see that using the bootstrap assumption (3.3) and (3.4) the terms with
the good y weights are bounded pointwise
xyy 12
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇQ2 ` Q4 ` S 2 ` S 3 ` S 4 ` φ2xyy4φyy
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
. xyy´ 32
”
| @∇t,yD φ|2 ` | @∇t,yD2 φ|2ı . xyy´1 ε2 xty´1´δ1
Integrating in L1t pL2dy X L1xyyε˚dyq its contribution to }F1}L1t pL2xyydyXL1xyy 12`ε˚ dyq can be
bounded by ε 32 .
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Using (4.2), we can rewrite
xyy 12 “pφtq2φyy ´ 2φtφyφty ` pφyq2φtt‰´ Xt,yp∇φ,∇ ˜φq
“ pφtq2
”
xyy 12 φyy ´ ˜φyy
ı
´ 2φtφy
”
xyy 12 φty ´ ˜φty
ı
` φ2t p ˜φyy ´ ˜φttq ` 2φt ˜φtpφyy ´ φttq.
The first two terms exhibit an important cancellation:
pφtq2
”
xyy 12 φyy ´ ˜φyy
ı
´ 2φtφy
”
xyy 12 φty ´ ˜φty
ı
“ ´pφtq2φB2yypxyy
1
2 q
which has a good y weight of order xyy´ 32 , allowing us to estimate it exactly as
above. For the remaining two terms we apply the equation. The wave equation
(2.9) gives the crude pointwise bound
| ˜φyy ´ ˜φtt| . xyy´2
´
| ˜φ| ` | @∇t,yD2 φ| ¨ | @∇t,yD2 ˜φ|¯` |∇t,yφ|2|∇2t,y ˜φ|.
The first term gives rise to a term of good y weight which can be estimated like
above, and the second term can be controlled by
xyy´ 12 |Bt ˜φ||∇t,yφ|3|∇2t,y ˜φ|
whose norm in L1t pL2dy X L1xyyε˚dyq is easily controlled by ε4 using the bootstrap
assumptions (3.2) and (3.3). The term with |φyy ´ φtt| can be treated similarly
using (2.3). Summarizing, we have shown that››F1››L1t L2xyydyXL1t L1xyy 12`ε˚ dyr0,T s . ε 32 . (4.6)
Combining the estimates (4.3)-(4.6) we obtain, finally,
sup
tPr0,T s
}∇t,y ˜ψ}L2dy . δ0 ` ε
3
2 ` ε2xTyν. (4.7)
4.1.2. Higher order derivatives of degree strictly less than N1. Here we use induc-
tion on the degree of the derivatives, assuming the bound (4.7). Write the equation
for ˜ψ schematically in the form
´B2t ˜ψ` B2y ˜ψ`
1
2
3 ` y22
p1 ` y2q2
˜ψ “ PcG.
Applying Bβt with 1 ď β ď N1 ´ 1, and integrating against Bβ`1t ˜ψ, we easily infer` ż
R
1
2
“|Bβ`1t ˜ψ|2 ` |Bβt By ˜ψ|2 ´ 12 3 `
y2
2
p1 ` y2q2 |B
β
t
˜ψ|2‰ dy˘ˇˇT0
“ ´
ż T
0
ż
R
pPcBβt GqBβ`1t ˜ψ dtdy.
(4.8)
Recall that we have
G “ p1 ` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φq.
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Note that we have the crude boundˇˇBβt Gˇˇ . ÿ
β1`β2“β
|x∇t,yy2Bβ1t φ||x∇t,yy2Bβ2t ˜φ|
1 ` y2 `
ÿ
β1`β2`β3“β
2ź
j“1
|∇t,yx∇t,yyBβ jt φ||∇t,yx∇t,yyBβ3t ˜φ|
where we may assume β3 ě β2 ě β1. We use the energy bound (3.2), the local
energy decay (3.6) (with γ “ 0), as well as the decay estimates (3.3), (3.4), the
latter in order to deal with the logarithmic degeneracy in (3.6). It then follows that
(using β` 2 ď N1 ` 1)
xTy´2ν ˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R
pPcBβt GqBβ`1t ˜ψ dtdy
ˇˇ
.
››xty 12`xyy´ 12 x∇t,yy N1`32 φ››L8t,y xTy´ν››x∇t,yyN1`1 ˜φ1 ` y 32 ››L2t,ypr0,T sq››xty´νBβ`1t ˜ψ››L8t L2ypr0,T sq
` ν´1››xty 12 x∇t,yy N1`32 φ››2L8t,y ››xty´νx∇t,yyN1`1 ˜φ››L8t L2ypr0,T sq››xty´νBβ`1t ˜ψ››L8t L2ypr0,T sq
. ε3 ` ε
4
ν
. ε3.
This recovers the desired bound (3.8) for Bβ`1t ˜ψ. To get control over }∇βt,yφ}L2y ,
1 ď |β| ď N1, one uses the pure t-derivative bounds, the equation, and induction
on the number of y-derivatives.
4.1.3. Top order derivatives. Here we need to perform integration by parts in
the top order derivative contributions. Again it suffices to bound the expression
BN1`1t ˜ψ, as the remaining derivatives are controlled directly from the equation. Us-
ing (4.8) with β “ N1, write schematically
pPcBN1t GqBN1`1t ˜ψ “ xyy´2φBN1t ∇2t,y ˜φBN1`1t ˜ψ` p∇t,yφq2BN1t ∇2t,y ˜φBN1`1t ˜ψ` l.o.t.
where the contribution of the lower order terms is treated as in Section 4.1.2 above.
We conclude thatż T
0
ż
R
pPcBN1t GqBN1`1t ˜ψ dtdy
“ `˘ 1
2
ż
R
xyy´2φ|BN1t ∇t,y ˜ψ|2 dy
˘ˇˇt“T
t“0
` `˘ 1
2
ż
R
p∇t,yφq2|BN1t ∇t,y ˜ψ|2 dy
˘ˇˇt“T
t“0 ` l.o.t.
`
ż T
0
ż
R
“xyy´2φ` p∇t,yφq2‰`BN1t ∇2t,yPd ˜φ˘BN1`1t ˜ψ dydt
where the terms “l.o.t.” can be bounded like in 4.1.2. As the first two integral
expressions on the right can be bounded byˇˇ`˘ 1
2
ż
R
xyy´2φ|BN1t ∇t,y ˜ψ|2 dy
˘ˇˇt“T
t“0 `
`˘ 1
2
ż
R
p∇t,yφq2|BN1t ∇t,y ˜ψ|2 dy
˘ˇˇt“T
t“0
ˇˇ
. ε
››BN1t ∇t,y ˜ψ››2L8t L2ypr0,T sq.
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It remains to bound the last integral expression, for which we need to control
BN1t ∇2t,yPd ˜φ. We recall that
Pd ˜φ “ hptqgdpyq with hptq “ x ˜φ, gdy
so that
BN1t ∇t,yByPd ˜φ “ ∇t,ypBN1t h ¨ Bygdq
which we can control using the decay and smoothness for gd together with the
bootstrap assumption (3.7). It remains to control the term BN1t PdB2t ˜φ. Here we
have to use the hyperbolic structure of the equation for ˜φ. After dividing by the
coefficient in front of ˜φtt the equation of motion can be re-written as
˜φtt “ ´L ˜φ` Hpy, φ,∇φ,∇By ˜φq (4.9)
where the quasilinearity H does not depend on ˜φtt. Therefore we can write
BN1t PdB2t ˜φ “ ´BN1t x ˜φ,Lgdygd ` BN1t xH, gdygd.
The first term we use that gd is an eigenstate of L and can control using the boot-
strap assumption (3.7) and decay and smoothness for gd. For the second term, for
the non-top-order terms where not all BN1t hit on ∇By ˜φ we can apply the bootstrap
assumptions (3.2) and (3.4) using again that gd decays spatially. The top-order
term has the form (by quasilinearity)ż
y
H1py, φ,∇φq pByBN1t ∇t,y ˜φq gdpyqdy
which we can integrate by parts to bound byż
y
pBN1t ∇t,y ˜φq By
“
H1py, φ,∇φqgd
‰
dy
and which we can control, using the spatial decay of gd, by the bootstrap assump-
tions (3.2) and (3.4). Putting it all together we have that
}BN1t ∇2t,yPd ˜φ}L2y . ε xty
´1´2δ1 ` ε2 xty´ 12´δ1`ν .
Taking δ1 ą ν and using the additional time decay from xyy´2 φ` p∇t,yφq2 we getˇˇ ż T
0
ż
R
“xyy´2φ` p∇t,yφq2‰`BN1t ∇2t,yPd ˜φ˘BN1`1t ˜ψ dydtˇˇ
. ε2 ` ε››BN1`1t ˜ψ››2L8t L2ypr0,T sq.
Combining the preceding bounds, one easily infers the improved estimate››∇t,yBN1t ˜ψ››L8t L2ypr0,T sq . δ0 ` ε2.
The remaining (mixed) derivative terms ∇βt,y ˜ψ, |β| “ N1 ` 1, are bounded by in-
duction on the number of y-derivatives, using the equation for ˜ψ. This completes
the proof of (3.8).
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4.2. The proof of the estimate (3.11). We next turn to the weighted energy esti-
mates, of the form (3.11). Here we use the weighted bounds in Propositions 2.1, 2.2.
The key to control the quadratic nonlinear terms shall be the local energy bounds
(3.6). To deal with the cubic terms, we start with the following lemma, which
will also be useful later on. It ensures that we get control over the Lorentz boost
generator Γ1 “ tBy ` yBt.
Lemma 4.1. Let Γ1 :“ tBy ` yBt. Then, we can infer the bounds››∇t,y∇βt,yΓκ1 ˜ψ››L2dy . εxty|κ|´ 12´δ1 , κ ` |β| ď N1, κ P t1, 2u.››∇t,y∇βt,yΓ1Γ2 ˜ψ››L2dy . εxty1`p1`r 2|β|N1 sq10ν, 2 ` |β| ď N1.
Proof. We start with the first bound of the lemma with κ “ 1.
(1): Proof of the first inequality with κ “ 1. Observe that
pΓ1 ˜ψqt,y ´ pΓ2 ˜ψqt,y “ Op
ˇˇpt ´ yq∇2t,y ˜ψˇˇq `Op|∇t,y ˜ψ|q. (4.10)
Further, note
pΓ2 ˜ψqt “ t ˜ψtt ` y ˜ψty ` ˜ψt, pΓ2 ˜ψqy “ t ˜ψty ` y ˜ψyy ` ˜ψy. (4.11)
We can replace y ˜ψyy by y ˜ψtt by using the equation
y ˜ψyy “ y ˜ψtt ´ y2
3 ` y22
p1 ` y2q2
˜ψ` yPcG.
We infer
pt ´ yq ˜ψtt “
tpΓ2 ˜ψqt ´ ypΓ2 ˜ψqy ` tψt ´ y ˜ψy ´ y
`´ y2 3` y22p1`y2q2 ˜ψ` yPcG˘
t ` y , (4.12)
pt ´ yq ˜ψty “
ypΓ2 ˜ψqt ´ tpΓ2 ˜ψqy ` yψt ´ t ˜ψy ´ t
`´ y2 3` y22p1`y2q2 ˜ψ` yPcG˘
t ` y . (4.13)
Using the bootstrap assumption (3.2), we have for |β| ` 1 ď N1››∇βt,y“yPcGpt, ¨q‰››L2dy ` ››∇βt,y“ y2 3 `
y2
2
p1 ` y2q2
˜ψpt, ¨q‰››L2dy . εxty3ν.
Together with (4.12), (4.13) and the bootstrap assumptions (3.2) and (3.5), we
obtain››pt ´ yq∇βt,y ˜ψtt››L2dy ` ››pt ´ yq∇βt,y ˜ψty››L2dy . εxtyp1`r 2|β|N1 sq10ν, |β| ` 1 ď N1. (4.14)
It remains to bound ››pt ´ yq∇βt,y ˜ψyy››L2dy , |β| ` 1 ď N1.
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Here we directly use the equation satisfied by ˜ψ. Let ˜φ1,2 be a fundamental system
associated with L, with ˜φ1 given by
´
a
1 ` y2 ` y sinh´1pyq
p1 ` y2q 14
.
Note in particular that | ˜φ1,2pyq| . y 12 log y as y Ñ8. Then we have the formula
˜ψpt, yq “ ˜φ2pyq
ż y
0
˜φ1py˜q
“
˜ψttpt, y˜q ` PcGpt, y˜q
‰
dy˜
´ ˜φ1pyq
ż y
0
˜φ2py˜q
“
˜ψttpt, y˜q ` PcGpt, y˜q
‰
dy˜
` aptq ˜φ1pyq,
(4.15)
and the improved local decay (3.4) impliesˇˇBβt aptqˇˇ . εxty´ 12´δ1 , β ď N12 ` C.
But then (4.14) as well as the precise form of G imply that restricting to y ď t, we
have ››pt ´ yq∇βt,y ˜ψyypt, ¨q››L2dypyďtq . εxty 12´δ1 , |β| ď N12 ` C,
while the bound ››pt ´ yq∇βt,y ˜ψyypt, ¨q››L2dypyątq . εxtyp1`r 2|β|N1 sq10ν (4.16)
follows directly from the equation satisfied by ˜ψ. In fact, replacing ˜ψyy by ˜ψtt the
bound follows from (4.12), and we can absorb the factor pt ´ yq in the potential
for the linear term (in the region y & t), while this factor is easily absorbed by the
nonlinearity as in the inequality after (4.13). The missing bounds with |β| ą N12 `C
are easily obtained directly from the equation (inductively). Together with (4.10),
(4.14) and the bootstrap assumption (3.5), we deduce››∇t,y∇βt,yΓ1 ˜ψ››L2dy . εxty 12´δ1 , 1` |β| ď N1.
(2): Proof of the first inequality of the lemma with κ “ 2. Observe that
pΓ21 ´ Γ22q ˜ψ “ pt2 ´ y2qp ˜ψyy ´ ˜ψttq,
(a): inner region, y ď t. We get››∇βt,y“pt2 ´ y2q ˜ψttpt, ¨q‰››L2dypyďtq . εxty1`p1`r 2|β|N1 sq10ν, |β| ` 1 ď N1,
on account of (4.14). Using (4.15), we have››∇βt,y“pt2 ´ y2q ˜ψyy‰››L2dypyďtq . εxty 32´δ1 , |β| ` 1 ď N1,
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provided ∇βt,y “ Bβ1t Bβ2y with β1 ď N12 ` C, and the remaining cases are obtained
using induction and the equation for ˜ψ. It then follows that we have the bounds››∇t,y∇βt,ypΓ21 ´ Γ22q ˜ψ››L2dypyďtq . εxty 32´δ1 , |β| ` 2 ď N1.
(b) For the outer cone region y ą t, we use
pΓ21 ´ Γ22q ˜ψ “ pt2 ´ y2q
`
PcG ´ 12
3 ` y22
p1 ` y2q2
˜ψ
˘
.
Then use the bound (for suitable δ ą 0)ˇˇ
PcG
ˇˇ
. xyy´ 32 ˇˇx∇t,yy2φˇˇ2 ` xyy 12 |∇t,yφ|2∇2t,yφ` εe´δ|y|.
It remains to verify that the weight t2 ´ y2 may be absorbed in the cubic terms.
Note that for |β| ď N1 ´ 1, we have by the Sobolev embedding H1pRq ãÑ L8pRq
and bootstrap assumption (3.2)
}xyy 12∇βt,y∇t,yφ}L8 . εxtyν,
while from (4.16), we know that››pt ´ yq∇βt,y∇2t,y ˜ψ››L2dypyątq . εxty10ν, |β| ă N12 .
It then follows that for any |β| ď N1 ´ 1, we have››∇βt,y`pt2 ´ y2qxyy 12 |∇t,yφ|2∇2t,yφ˘››L2dypyątq . ε3xty12ν.
Finally, bootstrap assumption (3.2) yields
››∇t,y∇βt,y`pt2 ´ y2q12 3 `
y2
2
p1 ` y2q2
˜ψ
˘››
L2dypyątq
. εxtyν, |β| ď N1 ´ 2.
It now follows that for |β| ` 2 ď N1, we have››∇t,y∇βt,y`pΓ21 ´ Γ22q ˜ψ˘››L2dypyątq . εxty12ν . εxty 32´δ1 .
The estimates in (a), (b) complete the proof of the first estimate of the lemma for
κ “ 2.
(3): Proof of the second inequality of the lemma. We have the following identity
Γ1Γ2 ´ Γ22 “ pt ´ yq2B2ty ´ pt ´ yq2B2t ` pty ´ y2qpB2y ´ B2t q ` Γ1 ´ Γ2.
Note that
˜ψty ´ ˜ψtt “
pΓ2 ˜ψqy ´ pΓ2 ˜ψqt ´ ˜ψy ` ˜ψt ´ yp ˜ψyy ´ ˜ψttq
t ´ y
Then, using simple variations of the estimates above, in particular the structure of
˜ψyy ´ ˜ψtt, one concludes that››∇βt,y`pΓ1Γ2 ´ Γ22q ˜ψ˘››L2dypy.tq . εxty1`p1`r 2|β|N1 sq10ν, 2 ď |β| ` 1 ď N1,
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which in light of the a priori bound on Γ22 ˜ψ implies the second estimate of the
lemma in the region y . t. In the region y " t, one uses Lemma B.1 to estimate
}pt ´ yq2∇3t,y ˜ψ}L2py"tq directly. Note that the proof of the latter actually allows us
estimate }pt ´ yq2∇3t,y ˜ψ}L2py"tq also in the region y „ t. 
Remark 4.1. The preceding proof reveals that for Γκ any product of at most two of
the vector fields Γ1, Γ2, we have››∇t,y∇βt,yΓκ ˜ψ››L2ypy&tq . εxtyp1`r 2|β|N1 sq100ν, |β| ` |κ| ď N1, κ P t1, 2u.
Lemma 4.2. We can split Γ1 ˜ψ “ pΓ1 ˜ψq1 ` pΓ1 ˜ψq2, where we have››xlog yy´1∇βt,ypΓ1 ˜ψq1››L2ypy!tq . εxty 12´δ1
provided have 0 ď |β| ď N12 `C, while we have››∇t,y∇βt,ypΓ1 ˜ψq2››L2ypy!tq . εxtyp1`r 2|β|N1 sq100ν, |β| ` 2 ď N1.
Moreover, there is a splitting Γ21 ˜ψ “ pΓ21 ˜ψq1 ` pΓ21 ˜ψq2, with››xlog yy´1∇βt,ypΓ21 ˜ψq1››L2ypy!tq . εxty 32´δ1 , 0 ď |β| ď N12 ` C,
as well as ››∇t,y∇βt,ypΓ21 ˜ψq2››L2ypy!tq . εxtyp1`r 2|β|N1 sq100ν, |β| ` 2 ď N1.
Finally, there is a splitting Γ1Γ2 ˜ψ “ pΓ1Γ2 ˜ψq1 ` pΓ1Γ2 ˜ψq2, with››xlog yy´1∇βt,ypΓ1Γ2 ˜ψq1››L2ypy!tq . εxty1`p1`r 2|β|N1 sq10ν, 0 ď |β| ď N12 ` C,
as well as ››∇t,y∇βt,ypΓ1Γ2 ˜ψq2››L2ypy!tq . εxty 12´δ1 , |β| ` 2 ď N1.
Proof. In fact, using (4.15), we get
Γ1 ˜ψ “ Γ1
`
˜φ2pyq
ż y
0
˜φ1py˜q
“
˜ψttpt, y˜q ` PcGpt, y˜q
‰
dy˜
˘
´ Γ1
`
˜φ1pyq
ż y
0
˜φ2py˜q
“
˜ψttpt, y˜q ` PcGpt, y˜q
‰
dy˜
˘
` Γ1
`
aptq ˜φ1pyq
˘
.
Here we have
a1ptq “ Bt ˜ψpt, 0q “ t´1Γ2 ˜ψpt, 0q, a2ptq “ B2t ˜ψpt, 0q “ t´2pΓ22 ˜ψ´ Γ2 ˜ψqpt, 0q,
and so using the bound (B.3) (proved independently below), we get››∇t,y∇βt,y`ya1ptq ˜φ1˘››L2dypy!tq . εxtyp1`r 2|β|N1 sq100ν, |β| ` 2 ď N1,
while we have ››xlog yy´1taptq ˜φ11pyq››L2ypy!tq . εxty 12´δ1 .
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Further, write
Γ1
`
˜φ2pyq
ż y
0
˜φ1py˜q
“
˜ψttpt, y˜q ` PcGpt, y˜q
‰
dy˜
˘
´ Γ1
`
˜φ1pyq
ż y
0
˜φ2py˜q
“
˜ψttpt, y˜q ` PcGpt, y˜q
‰
dy˜
˘
“: I ` II,
where
I “ t ˜φ12pyq
ż y
0
˜φ1py˜q
“
˜ψttpt, y˜q ` PcGpt, y˜q
‰
dy˜
´ t ˜φ11pyq
ż y
0
˜φ2py˜q
“
˜ψttpt, y˜q ` PcGpt, y˜q
‰
dy˜,
II “ y ˜φ2pyq
ż y
0
˜φ1py˜q
“
˜ψtttpt, y˜q ` pPcGqtpt, y˜q
‰
dy˜
´ y ˜φ1pyq
ż y
0
˜φ2py˜q
“
˜ψtttpt, y˜q ` pPcGqtpt, y˜q
‰
dy˜.
In view of Lemma B.1, we have››∇βt,y ˜ψttt››L2ypy!tq . εxtyp1`r 2|β|N1 sq100ν´2, |β| ` 2 ď N1.
It then follows that››∇t,y∇βt,yI››L2dypy!tq . εxtyp1`r 2|β|N1 sq100ν, |β| ` 2 ď N1
For the term II above, observe that
IIy “ py ˜φ2q1pyq
ż y
0
˜φ1py˜q
“
˜ψtttpt, y˜q ` pPcGqtpt, y˜q
‰
dy˜
´ py ˜φ1q1pyq
ż y
0
˜φ2py˜q
“
˜ψtttpt, y˜q ` pPcGqtpt, y˜q
‰
dy˜
which can be estimated just like It. Finally, we have
IIt “ py ˜φ2qpyq
ż y
0
˜φ1py˜q
“
˜ψttttpt, y˜q ` pPcGqttpt, y˜q
‰
dy˜
´ py ˜φ1qpyq
ż y
0
˜φ2py˜q
“
˜ψttttpt, y˜q ` pPcGqttpt, y˜q
‰
dy˜
Then use the equation to write ˜ψtttt “ ˜ψttyy`V ˜ψtt`l.o.t.. Performing an integration
by parts, this allows us to write
IIt “ py ˜φ2qpyq
ż y
0
´ ˜φ11py˜q ˜ψtty˜pt, y˜q ` ˜φ1py˜q
“
Vpy˜q ˜ψtt ` pPcGqttpt, y˜q
‰
dy˜
´ py ˜φ1qpyq
ż y
0
´ ˜φ12py˜q ˜ψtty˜pt, y˜q ` ˜φ2py˜q
“
Vpy˜q ˜ψtt ` pPcGqttpt, y˜q
‰
dy˜
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Using ››∇βt,y ˜ψtty››L2ypy!tq . εxtyp1`r 2|β|N1 sq100ν´2, |β| ` 2 ď N1,
(see Lemma B.1) as well as the identity
˜ψtt “ pt2 ´ y2q´1
“
Γ22 ˜ψ´ 2yByΓ2 ˜ψ` 2yBy ˜ψ´ Γ2 ˜ψ` y2 ˜ψ
‰
one gets ››∇t,y∇βt,yII››L2ypy!tq . εxtyp1`r 2|β|N1 sq100ν, |β| ` 2 ď N1.
Next, consider Γ21 ˜ψ. Recall the identity
pΓ21 ´ Γ22q ˜ψ “ pt2 ´ y2q ˜ψ.
This yields for |β| ` 1 ď N1:››∇βt,y`pΓ21 ´ Γ22q ˜ψ˘››L2ypy!tq . t2}∇βt,ypVp¨q ˜ψq}L2y ` l.o.t
. εxty 32´δ1 ,
where we used in particular bootstrap assumption (3.4). Together with the boot-
strap assumption (3.5), we conclude that we can split
Γ21 ˜ψ “ pΓ21 ˜ψq1 ` pΓ21 ˜ψq2
with the desired properties.
The proof of the last assertion of the lemma follows from (3) in the preceding
proof. 
We now continue with the proof of (3.11), our main tools being Proposition 2.1,
Proposition 2.2. Write the equation for ˜ψ as before in the form
´B2t ˜ψ` B2y ˜ψ`
1
2
3 ` y22
p1 ` y2q2
˜ψ “ PcG,
where
G “ p1 ` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φq.
We decompose G into its weighted part G1 (terms with weights at least xyy´2), as
well as the pure cubic part G2,
G “ G1 `G2.
Use the bound
ˇˇ
∇
β
t,yΓ
κ
2G1
ˇˇ
.
ÿ
κ1`κ2ďκ
|β1|`|β2|ď|β|`2
ˇˇ∇β1t,yΓκ12 φ∇β2t,yΓκ22 φ
p1 ` y2q 34
ˇˇ
.
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According to (2.16), we need to bound the right-hand side in
››¨››L1t pL2dyXL1xyyεdyq. Start
with the case of less than top-level derivatives, |β| ` κ ď N1 ´ 1. When κ “ 1, in
view of bootstrap assumptions (3.4) and (3.6), the above expression is bounded by›› ¨ ››L1t pL2dyXL1xyyε˚dyqpr0,T sq (4.17)
.
››x∇t,yy N12 φ
xyy 12´
››
L2t L8y
››xy log yy´1x∇t,yyN1xΓ2y ˜φ››L2y,tpr0,T sq
`
ÿ
β2ă N12
››xy log yy´1x∇t,yyN1 ˜φ››L2y,tpr0,T sq››xy log yy´1∇β2t,yxΓ2y ˜φ››L2y,tpr0,T sq
. ε2xTyp1`r
2|β|
N1
sq10ν ` ε2xTy11ν1t|β|ą N12 u
. ε2xTyp1`r
2|β|
N1
sq10ν
,
as required.
The case κ “ 2 is estimated, in view of bootstrap assumptions (3.4) and (3.6),
as follows›› ¨ ››L1t pL2dyXL1xyyε˚dyqpr0,T sq (4.18)
.
››x∇t,yy N12 φ
xyy 12´
››
L2t L8y
››xy log yy´1x∇t,yyN1´1xΓ2y2 ˜φ››L2y,tpr0,T sq
`
ÿ
β2ă N12 ´1
››xy log yy´1x∇t,yyN1´1 ˜φ››L2y,tpr0,T sq››xy log yy´1∇β2t,yxΓ2y2 ˜φ››L2y,tpr0,T sq
`
ÿ
|β1|`|β2|ďN1´1
ź
j“1,2
››xy log yy´1∇β jt,yxΓ2y ˜φ››L2y,tpr0,T sq
. ε2xTyp1`r
2|β|
N1
sq100ν ` ε2xTy101ν1t|β|ą N12 u ` ε
2xTyp2`r
2|β|
N1
sq10ν
. ε2xTyp1`r
2|β|
N1
sq100ν
,
as required.
The case of top level derivatives |β| ` κ “ N1 is treated as in Section 4.1.3 via
integration by parts and induction on the number of y-derivatives, and omitted.
This leads us to the problem of bounding the contribution of the pure cubic terms
G2. By using the inherent gradient structure (4.2), as well as the estimates (2.16),
(2.18) and (2.20), we reduce to bounding the schematic expressions››∇βt,yxΓ2yκ`φ2t,y ˜φt˘››L1t L2dy , ››xyy´1xΓ2yκ∇βt,y`φ2t,y ˜φt˘››L1t pL2dyXL1xyyε˚dyq,››xyy 12 xΓ2yκ∇βt,y`φ2t pφyy ´ φttq˘››L1t pL2dyXL1xyyε˚dyq.
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We shall only consider the case of non-top order derivatives, i. e. |β| ` κ ă N1,
since the remaining case is again handled via the energy identity and the integra-
tion by parts trick to reduce to the case of lower order derivatives. We treat the
above terms separately:
(1): the bound for ››∇βt,yxΓ2yκ`φ2t,y ˜φt˘››L1t L2dypr0,T sq. Start with the case κ “ 1,
|β| ă N12 . We have››∇βt,yxΓ2yκ`φ2t,y ˜φt˘››L1t L2dypr0,T sq . ÿř
β j“β
››∇β1t,yxΓ2yφt,y∇β2t,yφt,y∇β3t,y ˜φt››L1t L2dypr0,T sq
`
ÿ
ř
β j“β
››∇β1t,yφt,y∇β2t,yφt,y∇β3t,yxΓ2y ˜φt››L1t L2dypr0,T sq
.
ÿ
ř
β jďβ
››∇β1t,yxΓ2y ˜φt,y∇β2t,yφt,y∇β3t,yφt››L1t L2dypr0,T sq
`
ÿ
ř
β jďβ
››xyy´1∇β1t,yxΓ2y ˜φ∇β2t,yφt,y∇β3t,yφt››L1t L2dypr0,T sq.
(4.19)
We estimate the first term in the right-hand side of (4.19). Using the bootstrap
assumptions (3.3) and (3.5), we haveÿ
ř
β jďβ
››∇β1t,yxΓ2y ˜φt,y∇β2t,yφt,y∇β3t,yφt››L1t L2dypr0,T sq
.
ÿ
ř
β jďβ
››xty´10ν∇β1t,yxΓ2y ˜φt,y››L8t L2ypr0,T sq››xty10ν∇β2t,yφt,y∇β3t,yφt››L1t L8y pr0,T sq
.
ε3
ν
xTy10ν . ε2xTy10ν.
To estimate the second term in (4.19), we use the local energy bound (3.6). Writeˇˇ
∇
β2
t,yφt,y
ˇˇ “ ˇˇ∇β2t,y`xyy´ 32 ˜φqˇˇ` ˇˇ∇β2t,y`xyy´ 12 ˜φy˘ˇˇ
ď
ÿ
| ˜β2|ď|β2|
“ˇˇxyy´ 32∇ ˜β2t,y ˜φˇˇ` ˇˇxyy´ 12∇ ˜β2t,y ˜φyˇˇ‰, (4.20)
and so››xyy´1∇β1t,yxΓ2y ˜φ∇β2t,yφt,y∇β3t,yφt››L1t L2dypr0,T sq
.
››xy log yy´1∇β1t,yxΓ2y ˜φ››L2t,ypr0,T sq` ÿ
| ˜β2|ď|β2|`1
››xty´νx∇yy∇ ˜β2t,y ˜φ››L8t L8y pr0,T sq˘
¨ ››xtyνxlog yyxyy´ 12∇β3t,yφt››L2t L8y
. ε3xTy10ν,
where we used the bootstrap assumption (3.6) for the first term, the bootstrap as-
sumption (3.4) and interpolation for the last term, and the embedding H1pRq Ă
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L8pRq and the bootstrap assumption (3.2) for the middle term.
We continue with the case κ “ 1, |β| ě N12 . Again using (4.19), there may now
be terms where only one of the three factors may be bounded in L8t,y. Start with
the first term, and assume |β2| ą N12 (as we may by symmetry and since else we
can argue as in the previous bounds). Then distinguish between the following two
situations:
(a): y ! t. Here the trick is to use the identities
˜φt “ tΓ2
˜φ´ yΓ1 ˜φ
t2 ´ y2 ,
˜φy “ tΓ1
˜φ´ yΓ2 ˜φ
t2 ´ y2
which imply ˇˇ
∇
β2
t,yφt,y
ˇˇ
. xyy´ 32 ˇˇ ˜φˇˇ` t´1xyy´ 12 ÿ
| ˜β2|ă|β2|
Γ“Γ1,2
ˇˇ
∇
˜β2
t,yΓ ˜φ
ˇˇ
. (4.21)
To estimate the term
ˇˇ
∇
˜β2
t,yΓ ˜φ
ˇˇ
, we observe Γ1 ˜φpt, 0q “ 0, whence using Lemma 4.1
we get ˇˇ
∇
˜β2
t,yΓ1 ˜φpt, yq
ˇˇ
. εxyy 12 xty 12´δ1 .
We also have (see Lemma B.2)ˇˇ
∇
β
t,yΓ
κ
2 ˜ψ
ˇˇpt, yq . εxtyp1`r 2|β|N1 sq10κνxyy 12 , |β| ` κ ď N1.
The previous observations imply thatˇˇ
∇
β2
t,yφt,y
ˇˇ
. xyy´ 32 ˇˇ ˜φˇˇ` εt´ 12´δ1 . εt´ 12´δ1 , y ! t,
with a similar bound applying to ∇β3t,yφt. But then we easily get››∇β1t,yxΓ2y ˜φt,y∇β2t,yφt,y∇β3t,yφt››L1t L2dypy!tq
.
››xty´10ν∇β1t,yxΓ2y ˜φt,y››L8t L2y››xty10ν∇β2t,yφt,y››L2t L8y py!tq››∇β3t,yφt››L2t L8y py!tq
.
ε3
δ1 ´ 10ν . ε
2.
The remaining term in (4.19) is treated similarly.
(b): y & t. Here we may of course assume y „ t, since the case y " t is handled
just like (a). Note that from (4.20), we get using also the Sobolev embedding
H1ydypRq ãÑ L8pRq and the bootstrap assumption (3.2)ˇˇ
∇
β2
t,yφt,y
ˇˇ
. εtν´
1
2 , y „ t, (4.22)
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and so the a priori bounds imply››∇β1t,yxΓ2y ˜φt,y∇β2t,yφt,y∇β3t,yφt››L1t L2dypy„tq, tPr0,T s
.
››∇β1t,yxΓ2y ˜φt,y››L8t L2yr0,T s››∇β2t,yφt,y∇β3t,yφt››L1t L8y pr0,T s . ε3ν xTy11ν ď ε2xTy20ν
which is the required bound.
For the second term in (4.19), again assuming that |β2| ě N12 , we get using (4.22)
and the bootstrap assumptions (3.3) and (3.6)(and restricting to y „ t)››xyy´1∇β1t,yxΓ2y ˜φ∇β2t,yφt,y∇β3t,yφt››L1t L2dypr0,T sq
.
››xlog yy´1xyy´1∇β1t,yxΓ2y ˜φ››L2t,ypr0,T sq››xlog yy∇β2t,yφt,y››L8t,y ››∇β3t,yφt››L2t L8y pr0,T sq
. ε3xlog Ty 12 T 11ν,
which is much better than the bound εxTy20ν we need.
This completes the case κ “ 1 for (1). For the case κ “ 2, one proceeds
analogously, but now also encounters terms of the form
∇
β1
t,yxΓ2yφt,y∇β2t,yxΓ2yφt,y∇β3t,y ˜φt,
In the region y ! t or y " t, we can proceed for it like in (a) above, applied to the
factor ∇β3t,y ˜φt. In the region y „ t, one uses››∇β2t,yxΓ2yφt,y∇β3t,yφt››L1t L8y pr0,T sq . ε2xTy21ν;
We omit the simple details.
(2): the bound for ››xyy´1xΓ2yκ∇βt,y`φ2t,y ˜φt˘››L1t pL2dyXL1xyyε˚dyqpr0,T sq. The L1t L2y-norm
corresponds exactly to the second term in (4.19) (if κ “ 1, and analogous with
κ “ 2), and is easier than the L1-type bound. Thus consider now the (modified)
L1dy-norm. From (4.21) and a straightforward modification, we getˇˇ
∇
β2
t,yxΓ2yφt,y
ˇˇ
. xyy´ 32 ˇˇxΓ2y ˜φˇˇ` pmaxtt, yuq´1xyy´ 12 ÿ
| ˜β2|ă|β2|
Γ“Γ1,2
ˇˇ
∇
˜β2
t,yΓxΓ2y ˜φ
ˇˇ
, y ! t or y " t,
while from (4.20) we getˇˇ
∇
β2
t,yxΓ2yφt,y
ˇˇ ď ÿ
| ˜β2|ď|β2|
“ˇˇxyy´ 32∇ ˜β2t,yxΓ2y ˜φˇˇ` ˇˇxyy´ 12∇ ˜β2t,yxΓ2y ˜φyˇˇ‰
which is useful in the region y „ t. Using Lemma 4.2 and the bootstrap assumption
(3.5), we infer ˇˇxlog yyxyy 12`ε˚∇β2t,yxΓ2yφt,y ˇˇ ď εxtyε˚`p1`r 2|β|N1 sq10ν`
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If we now write (as usual κ P t1, 2u)
xyy´1xΓ2yκ∇βt,y
`
φ2t,y ˜φt
˘
“
ÿ
ř
κ j“κ, κ2ďmint1,κ1uř
β j“β
xyy´1p∇β1t,yxΓ2yκ1φt,yqp∇β2t,yxΓ2yκ2φt,yqp∇β3t,yxΓ2yκ3 ˜φtq
then if κ3 “ 1, κ1 “ 1, we get›› ¨ ››L1t L1xyyε˚dypr0,T sq
.
››xyyε˚` 12 xlog yy∇β1t,yxΓ2yφt,y››L8t,ypr0,T sq›› ∇
β2
t,yφt,y
xlog yyxyy 12
››
L2t,ypr0,T sq
››∇β3t,yxΓ2y ˜φt
xyyxlog yy
››
L2t,ypr0,T sq
.
ε3
ν
xTyε˚`42ν . ε2xTy100ν
which is as desired; we have used the preceding considerations to bound the first
factor. On the other hand, when κ3 “ 2, we obtain the bound›› ¨ ››L1t L1xyyε˚dypr0,T sq
.
››xyyε˚´ 12 xlog yy∇β1t,yφt,y∇β2t,y ˜φt,y››L2t,ypr0,T sq››∇
β3
t,yxΓ2y2 ˜φt
xyyxlog yy
››
L2t,ypr0,T sq
. ε3xTyp1`r
2|β|
N1
sq100ν
.
The remaining combinations are handled similarly and this completes the estimate
(2).
(3): the bound for ››xyy 12 xΓ2yκ∇βt,y`φ2t pφyy ´ φttq˘››L1t pL2dyXL1xyyε˚ dyq. Here we use
the equation for φ. This produces a term just like in (2), as well as a further linear
term of the form
xyy´2xΓ2yκ∇βt,y
`
φ2t ˜φ
˘
.
This term is handled like in (2) if we note that››xyy´1 ˜φ››L2dy . ››xyy´1 ˜φp0q››L2dy ` ››|xyy´1r ˜φpyq ´ ˜φp0qs››L2dy
.
››xyy´1 ˜φp0q››L2dy ` ›› ˜φy››L2dy . εxtyν.
This then allows us to reduce the above expression to the following crude schematic
form ››xyy 12 xΓ2yκ∇βt,y`φ2t rxyy´2φ2 ` φ3s˘››L1t pL2dyXL1xyyε˚dyq
which is straightforward to estimate by . ε4.
This concludes the proof of (3.11).
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5. Local energy decay
The goal of this section is to prove the local energy decay (3.12) for which we
use Proposition 2.3. This follows essentially along the same lines as the proof of
the estimate (3.11), except in the case of top level derivatives, which have to be
treated differently.
(1): derivatives below top degree: |β| ` γ ď N1 (referring to (3.12)). We follow
the same pattern as in the preceding proof, except that now the ’bad norm’ L1xyyεdy
is replaced by L2xyy1`dy. Using the equation for ˜ψ as in the preceding proof and
splitting the source into
G “ G1 `G2,
we see that in order to control the contribution from G1, we have to boundÿ
κ1`κ2ďκ
|β1|`|β2|ď|β|`2
››∇β1t,yΓκ12 φ∇β2t,yΓκ22 φ
p1 ` y2q 34
››
L1t L2xyy1`dy
.
In fact, note that in (4.17) we obtain L1dy-control by sacrificing one factor xyy´
1
2 ,
and so the L2xyy1`dy-norm of the above expressions is bounded exactly by (4.17),
(4.18) (corresponding to κ “ 1, 2). The same comment applies to the non-gradient
terms constituting G2, which can hence be estimated just like in (1) - (3) of the
proof of (3.11) above.
(2): derivatives of top degree: |β|`γ “ N1`1 (referring to (3.12)). The idea is
to again use an inductive argument to reduce to the case of lower order derivatives.
This time a simple integration by parts argument seems to no longer work, and we
instead use an approximate parametrix to express the top order derivative terms.
Specifically, assume β` γ “ N1, and consider the expression Bβt Γγ2 ˜ψ. This satisfies
the following equation
´B2t pBβt Γγ2 ˜ψq ` B2y pBβt Γγ2 ˜ψq `
1
2
3 ` y22
p1 ` y2q2 pB
β
t Γ
γ
2
˜ψq (5.1)
“ Bβt Γγ2pPcGq ` B
β
t r, Γκ2s ˜ψ`
ÿ
γ˜ăγ
Vγ˜Bβt Γγ˜2 ˜ψ
where the potentials Vγ˜ are of the schematic form
Vγ˜ “ pyByqγ´γ˜
`1
2
3 ` y22
p1 ` y2q2
˘
.
Our goal is to derive an a priori bound for››xlog yy´1xyy´1∇t,yBβt Γγ2 ˜ψ››L2t,ypr0,T sq. (5.2)
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To this end, we shall express Bβt Γγ2 ˜ψ via an approximate representation formula (a
parametrix) based on the method of characteristics (as we are essentially in 1 ` 1-
dimensions), taking the smaller top order terms in Bβt Γγ2pPcGq into account. To
start with, write
Bβt Γγ2pPcGq “ Bβt Γγ2pGq ´ Bβt Γγ2pPdGq,
where the error term Bβt Γγ2pPdGq is effectively a lower order term. Then collecting
all the top order derivative terms contained in
Bβt Γγ2pGq,
we re-cast the equation (5.1) in the form (we normalize the first coefficient to be
equal to 1, thereby introducing the factor κpt, yq on the right)
´ B2t pBβt Γγ2q ˜ψ` g1pφ,∇φqB2y pB
β
t Γ
γ
2
˜ψq ` g2pφ,∇φqBtypBβt Γγ2 ˜ψq “ κpt, yqH, (5.3)
with
H “ ´1
2
3 ` y22
p1 ` y2q2 pB
β
t Γ
γ
2
˜ψq ´ Bβt Γγ2pPdGq `
Č`Bβt Γγ2pGq˘` Bβt r, Γκ2s ˜ψ
`
ÿ
γ˜ăγ
Vγ˜Bβt Γγ˜2 ˜ψ
where Č`Bβt Γγ2pGq˘ denotes all non-top order terms, while the top order terms (i. e.
when Bβt Γγ2 falls on a second derivative term in G) have been moved to the left.
Note in particular that
g1pφ,∇φq “ 1 ` Op φ1` y2 ` r∇t,yφs
2q, g2pφ,∇φq “ Op φ1 ` y2 ` r∇t,yφs
2q,
κpt, yq “ 1` Op φ
1 ` y2 ` r∇t,yφs
2q
Then we approximately factorize the left hand side of (5.3) as follows:
´ B2t ˜ψ` g1pφ,∇φqB2y ˜ψ` g2pφ,∇φqBty ˜ψ
“ p´Bt ´ h1pφ,∇φqByqpBt ´ h2pφ,∇φqByq ˜ψ´ h1pφ,∇φqByph2pφ,∇φqqBy ˜ψ
´ Btph2pφ,∇φqqBy ˜ψ
where the functions h1,2 are chosen to satisfy
´h1 ` h2 “ g2pφ,∇φq, h1h2 “ g1pφ,∇φq
whence
h1,2 “ 1 ` Op φ1` y2 ` r∇t,yφs
2q.
Hence we obtain from (5.3) the relation
p´Bt ´ h1pφ,∇φqByqpBt ´ h2pφ,∇φqByq ˜ψ
“ h1pφ,∇φqpByh2pφ,∇φqqBy ˜ψ` pBth2pφ,∇φqqBy ˜ψ` H “: H1.
(5.4)
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This is the equation we solve approximately via the method of characteristics. Pre-
cisely, introduce the functions λ1,2ps; t, yq via the ODEs
Bsλ1ps; t, yq “ h1pφ,∇φqps, λ1ps; t, yqq, λ1pt; t, yq “ y, (5.5)
Bsλ2ps; t, yq “ ´h2pφ,∇φqps, λ2ps; t, yqq, λ2pt; t, yq “ y. (5.6)
Note that from our a priori bounds, we get the crude asymptotic
λ1,2ps; t, yq “ y¯ pt ´ sq ` Opεpt ´ sq 12´δ1q
Then we introduce the following approximate parametrix for the problem associ-
ated with (5.4):
Lemma 5.1. Let f , g and rH three given scalar functions. Let S r f , g, rHs be defined
by
S r f , g, rHspt, yq “ 1
2
“ f pλ1p0; t, yqq ` f pλ2p0; t, yq‰
`
ż λ2p0;t,yq
λ1p0;t,yq
gpy˜q
ph1 ` h2qpφ,∇φqp0, y˜q dy˜
`
ż t
0
ż λ2ps;t,yq
λ1ps;t,yq
rHps, y˜q
ph1 ` h2qps, y˜q dy˜ds.
Then, we have
S r f , g, rHsp0, yq “ f pyq,
BtS r f , g, rHsp0, yq “ `ph2 ´ h1qpφ,∇φq˘p0, yq f 1pyq ` gpyq,
and
p´Bt ´ h1pφ,∇φqByqpBt ´ h2pφ,∇φqByqS r f , g, rHspt, yq “ rH ` Er f , g, rHspt, yq,
where the error term Er f , g, rHspt, yq is given by
Er f , g, rHspt, yq
“ `Bth2pφ,∇φq ´ h1pφ,∇φqByh2pφ,∇φq ` h2pφ,∇φqByh1pφ,∇φq˘pt, yq
ˆBy
` f pλ1p0; t, yqq˘
`
`Bth2pφ,∇φq ´ h1pφ,∇φqByh2pφ,∇φq ` h2pφ,∇φqByh1pφ,∇φq˘pt, yq
ph1 ` h2qpφ,∇φqpt, λ1p0; t, yqq
ˆByλ1p0; t, yqgpλ1p0; t, yqq
``Bth2pφ,∇φq ´ h1pφ,∇φqByh2pφ,∇φq ` h2pφ,∇φqByh1pφ,∇φq˘pt, yq
ˆ
ż t
0
Byλ1ps; t, yq
rHps, λ1ps; t, yqq
ph1 ` h2qps, λ1ps; t, yqq ds.
Proof. First, we trivially have
S r f , g, rHsp0, yq “ f pyq,
as well as
BtS r f , g, rHsp0, yq “ 12pBtλ1 ` Btλ2qp0; 0, yq f 1pyq ` gpyq,
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where we have exploited the fact that`Bt ` h1pφ,∇φqpt, yqBy˘λ1ps; t, yq “ 0, `Bt ´ h2pφ,∇φqpt, yqBy˘λ2ps; t, yq “ 0.
Together with the fact that
1
2
pBtλ1 ` Btλ2qp0; 0, yq f 1pyq “
`ph2 ´ h1qpφ,∇φq˘p0, yq f 1pyq, (5.7)
we deduce
Btup0, yq “
`ph2 ´ h1qpφ,∇φq˘p0, yq f 1pyq ` gpyq.
Finally, the statement is done by direct check on the definition of S r f , g, rHs. This
concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Next, we estimate S r f , g, rHs and Er f , g, rHs.
Lemma 5.2. Assume that xyyp f 1, gq P L8y , and the decompositionrH “ rHp1q ` xyy´2 rHp2q,
with
sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν`1} rHp1qpt, ¨q}L2y ` sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν››xy log yy´1 rHp2q››L2t,ypr0,tsq ă `8.
Then, we have the following estimate for S r f , g, rHs
sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν››xy log yy´1∇t,yS r f , g, rHs››L2t,ypr0,tsq
. }xyyp f 1, gq}L8y `
1
ν
sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν`1} rHp1qpt, ¨q}L2y
` sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν››xy log yy´1 rHp2q››L2t,ypr0,tsq.
Furthermore, Er f , g, rHs satisfies the following decomposition
Er f , g, rHs “ Ep1qr f , g, rHs ` xyy´2Ep2qr f , g, rHs,
where Ep1qr f , g, rHs and Ep2qr f , g, rHs satisfy
sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν`1}Ep1qr f , g, rHspt, ¨q}L2y
` sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν››xy log yy´1Ep2qr f , g, rHs››L2t,ypr0,tsq
. ε}xyyp f 1, gq}L8y `
?
ε sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν`1} rHp1qpt, ¨q}L2y
`?ε sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν››xy log yy´1 rHp2q››L2t,ypr0,tsq.
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Proof. We start by proving the first bound of the lemma. Compute
∇t,yS r f , g, rHspt, yq “ 12 ÿj“1,2∇t,yλ jp0; t, yq f 1pλ jp0; t, yqq
`
ÿ
j“1,2
p´1q j∇t,yλ jp0; t, yq
gpλ jp0; t, yqq
ph1 ` h2qpφ,∇φqp0, λ jp0; t, yqq
`
ÿ
j“1,2
p´1q j
ż t
0
∇t,yλ jps; t, yq
rHps, λ jps; t, yqq
ph1 ` h2qpφ,∇φqps, λ jps; t, yqq ds
“: A ` B` C.
In order to estimate these terms, we need pointwise bounds on ∇t,yλ jps; t, yq. By
definition, we have the equation
B2tsλ jps; t, yq
Btλ jps; t, yq “ ˘Byrhpφ,∇φqsps, λ jps; t, yqq.
Also, we recall the schematic relation
Byrhpφ,∇φqs “ O
`Byp φ1 ` y2 q ` Bypr∇t,yφs2q˘.
We need to check the absolute integrability of this expression with respect to s.
First, it is readily verified (since Bsλ j „ ˘1) thatż T
0
ˇˇByp φ1 ` y2 qˇˇps, λ jps; t, yqq ds . ε.
The expression Byr∇t,yφs2 is a bit more delicate to control, since it fails logarithmi-
cally to be time integrable. In fact, we getˇˇ ż t
s
Byr∇t,yφs2ps1, λ jps1; t, yqq ds1
ˇˇ
. ε2 logp xtyxsyq,
and so we obtain the bound` xty
xsy
˘´Cε2
.
ˇˇ
∇t,yλ jps; t, yq
ˇˇ
.
` xty
xsy
˘Cε2
. (5.8)
Then using the boundˇˇ f 1pλ jp0; t, yqqˇˇ ` ˇˇgpλ jp0; t, yqqˇˇ .ÿ
˘
xy ˘ t ` Opt 12´δ1qy´1}xyyp f 1, gq}L8 ,
it is immediately verified that››xlog yy´1xyy´1A}L2t,ypr0,T sq ` ››xlog yy´1xyy´1B}L2t,ypr0,T sq . }xyyp f 1, gq}L8 .
For the term C, first decompose C as
C “ Cp1q `Cp2q
according to the decomposition rH “ rHp1q ` xyy´2 rHp2q. We first estimate Cp1q.
Write Λ jps; t, yq “ λ jps; t, yq if s ď t and
Λ jps; t, yq “ y¯ pt ´ sq, j “ 1, 2, s ą t.
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Then we get (for t ď T )
|Cp1q| .
ÿ
j“1,2
ż T
0
|∇t,yΛ jps; t, yq|
ˇˇ rHp1qps,Λ jps; t, yqq
ph1 ` h2qpφ,∇φqps,Λ jps; t, yqq
ˇˇ
ds
and by a simple change of variables argument and Minkowski’s inequality, one
obtains››xlog yy´1xyy´1Cp1q››L2t,ypr0,T sq .
ż T
0
`xTy
xsy
˘2Cε2›› rHp1qps, ¨q››L2y dy
.
xTy2¨10κν
ν
sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν`1} rHp1qpt, ¨q}L2y .
Next, we estimate Cp2q. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get
|Cp2q|pt, yq . ` ż T
0
`xTy
xsy
˘2Cε2xlogΛ jps; t, yqy´2xΛ jps; t, yqy´2p rHp2qps,Λ jps; t, yqq2 ds˘ 12
provided t P r0, T s. Using Fubini and a simple change of variables, we conclude››xy log yy´1Cp2q››2L2t,ypr0,T sq
.
ż
y
xy log yy´2` ż T
0
ż T
0
`xTy
xsy
˘2Cε2xlogΛ jps; t, yqy´2xΛ jps; t, yqy´2p rHp2qps,Λ jps; t, yqq2 dsdt˘dy
. xTy2¨10κν` ż
y
xy log yy´2dy˘ sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν››xy log yy´1 rHp2q››2L2t,ypr0,tsq
. xTy2¨10κν sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν} rHp2qpt, ¨q}L2t,ypr0,tsq.
as desired. This establishes the first bound of the lemma.
Next, we consider the error term Er f , g, rHs. As we did for ∇t,yS r f , g, rHs, we
decompose Er f , g, rHs in view of its definition as
Er f , g, rHs “ A ` B` Cp1q ` Cp2q
where A, B, Cp1q and Cp2q correspond respectively to the contribution of f , g, rHp1q
and rHp2q. For A and B, we use the boundˇˇ f 1pλ jp0; t, yqqˇˇ ` ˇˇgpλ jp0; t, yqqˇˇ .ÿ
˘
xy ˘ t ` Opt 12´δ1qy´1}xyyp f 1, gq}L8 .
Then we infer
|A| ` |B| . `ˇˇ∇t,yp φxyy2 qˇˇ` ˇˇ∇t,ypφ2t,yqˇˇ˘ÿ˘ xy ˘ t ` Opt 12´δ1qy´1}xyyp f 1, gq}L8 ,
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which together with the bootstrap assumption (3.3) for φt,y yields››|A| ` |B|››L2t,ypr0,T sq
. ε}pxyy´2 ` xty´1q
ÿ
˘
xy ˘ t ` Opt 12´δ1qy´1}L2t,ypr0,T sq}xyyp f
1, gq}L8 .
. ε}xyyp f 1, gq}L8 .
Next, we consider the contributions of Cp1q and Cp2q. We have
ˇˇ
Cp1q
ˇˇpt, yq . `ˇˇ∇t,yp φxyy2 qˇˇ` ˇˇ∇t,ypφ2t,yqˇˇ˘ ÿj“1,2
ż t
0
` xty
xsy
˘Cε2 | rHp1qps,Λ jps; t, yqq| ds
and
ˇˇ
Cp2q
ˇˇpt, yq . `ˇˇ∇t,yp φxyy2 qˇˇ` ˇˇ∇t,ypφ2t,yqˇˇ˘ ÿj“1,2
ż t
0
` xty
xsy
˘Cε2 |xΛ jps; t, yqy´2 rHp2qps,Λ jps; t, yqq| ds.
(a): Contribution of Cp1q. First, consider the contribution of ˇˇ∇t,ypφ2t,yqˇˇ. Estimating
this factor by . ε2xty´1 and using a straightforward change of variables (using
(5.8)), we obtain
››ˇˇ∇t,ypφ2t,yqˇˇpt, ¨q ÿ
j“1,2
ż t
0
` xty
xsy
˘Cε2 | rHp1qps, λ jps; t, yqq| ds››L2dy
. ε2xty´1
ż t
0
` xty
xsy
˘2Cε2›› rHp1qps, ¨q››L2dy ds
. εxty2¨10κν´1 sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν`1} rHp1qpt, ¨q}L2y
which is as desired. For the contribution of ∇t,yp φxyy2 q, we estimate
››xlog yy´1xyy´1φpt, yq ż t
0
` xty
xsy
˘Cε2 | rHp1qps, λ jps; t, yqq| ds››L2t,ypr0,T sq
.
››xlog yy´1xyy´1φpt, yq ż T
0
`xTy
xsy
˘Cε2 |H1ps,Λ jps; t, yqq| ds››L2t,ypr0,T sq
.
›› φ
xyy 12
››
L2t L8y
ż T
0
`xTy
xsy
˘2Cε2››H1ps, ¨q››L2y ds
.
?
εxTy2¨10κν sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν`1} rHp1qpt, ¨q}L2y ,
again as required.
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(b): Contribution of Cp2q. For the contribution of ˇˇ∇t,ypφ2t,yqˇˇ, we get››ˇˇ∇t,ypφ2t,yqˇˇ ż t
0
` xty
xsy
˘Cε2 |xλ jps; t, yqy´2 rHp2qps, λ jps; t, yqq| ds››L2dy
.
››ˇˇ∇t,ypφ2t,yqˇˇ` ż t
0
` xty
xsy
˘2Cε2 ˇˇ rHp2qps, λ jq|
xlogpλ jqyxλ jy
ˇˇ2 ds˘ 12 ››L2dy
. ε2xty´1
ˆż t
0
` xty
xsy
˘3Cε2››xy log yy´1 rHp2qps, yq››2L2y ds
˙ 1
2
,
where we used Cauchy-Schwartz and a change of variable in y. Integrating by parts
in s so that the s derivative falls on xsy´3Cε2 , we deduce››ˇˇ∇t,ypφ2t,yqˇˇ ż t
0
` xty
xsy
˘Cε2 |xλ jps; t, yqy´2 rHp2qps, λ jps; t, yqq| ds››L2dy
. εxty2¨10κν´1 sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν››xy log yy´1 rHp2q››L2t,ypr0,tsq.
Finally, for the contribution of ∇t,yp φxyy2 q, we estimate››xlog yy´1xyy´1φpt, yq ż t
0
` xty
xsy
˘Cε2 |xλ jy´2 rHp2qps, λ jq| ds››L2t,ypr0,T sq
.
››xlog yy´1xyy´1φpt, yq` ż T
0
`xTy
xsy
˘2Cε2 | rHp2qps, λ jps; t, yqqxlogpλ jps; t, yqqyxλ jps; t, yqy |2 ds˘ 12 ››L2t,ypr0,T sq
. ε
˜ż T
0
ż T
0
`xTy
xsy
˘2Cε2 | rHp2qps, λ jps; t, yqqxlogpλ jps; t, yqqyxλ jps; t, yqy |2 dsdt
¸ 1
2
. ε
ˆż T
0
`xTy
xsy
˘3Cε2››xy log yy´1 rHp2qps, .q››2L2y ds
˙ 1
2
,
where we used Cauchy-Schwartz, Fubini, and a change of variable in t. Integrating
by parts in s so that the s derivative falls on xsy´3Cε2 , we deduce››xlog yy´1xyy´1φpt, yq ż t
0
` xty
xsy
˘Cε2 |xλ jy´2 rHp2qps, λ jq| ds››L2t,ypr0,T sq
.
?
εxTy2¨10κν sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν››xy log yy´1 rHp2q››L2t,ypr0,tsq
which is again as desired. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We are now in position to derive the desired bound for (5.2). Let
f1pyq “ Bβt Γγ2 ˜ψp0, yq, g1pyq “ BtBβt Γγ2 ˜ψp0, yq, β` γ “ N1,
f jpyq “ 0, j ě 2, g jpyq “ ´
`ph2 ´ h1qpφ,∇φq˘p0, yq f 1j´1pyq, j ě 2,
H1 is defined by (5.4), and
H jpt, yq “ ´Er f j´1, g j´1, H j´1spt, yq, j ě 2.
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Note first that f1 and g1 satisfy in view of the assumptions on the initial data of ˜ψ
}xyyp f 11, g1q}L8 . δ0.
Also, H1 is defined by (5.4) satisfies
H1 “ Hp1q1 ` xyy´2H
p2q
1 ,
where Hp1q1 and H
p2q
1 , in view of the bootstrap assumptions on φ and the proof of(3.12) for the case of non top order derivatives in part (1) of this section, verify
sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν`1}Hp1q1 pt, ¨q}L2y ` sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν››xy log yy´1Hp2q1 ››L2t,ypr0,tsq . ε2.
This is clear except for the second term amid the five terms constituting H, and
for this it will be an easy consequence of the estimates below used to prove (3.13).
Next, we deduce in view of Lemma 5.2 that for j ě 1, that
}xyyp f 1j , g jq}L8y . δ0ε
j´1
2 , j ě 1.
Furthermore, we have a decomposition
H j “ Hp1qj ` xyy´2H
p2q
j , j ě 1,
where Hp1qj and H
p2q
j verify
sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν`1}Hp1qj pt, ¨q}L2y` sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν››xy log yy´1Hp2qj ››L2t,ypr0,tsq . ε2` j´12 .
Finally, we have the following estimate for S r f j, g j, H js
sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν››xy log yy´1∇t,yS r f j, g j, H js››L2t,ypr0,tsq . `δ0 ` ε2ν ˘ε j´12 , j ě 1.
We deduce that the sum
u8pt, yq “
ÿ
jě1
S r f j, g j, H js
converges and satisfies
sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν››xy log yy´1∇t,yu8››L2t,ypr0,tsq . ε 32 .
Furthermore, in view of Lemma 5.1, we have
u8p0, yq “ Bβt Γγ2 ˜ψp0, yq, Btu8p0, yq “ BtBβt Γγ2 ˜ψ, p0, yq, β` γ “ N1
and
p´Bt ´ h1pφ,∇φqByqpBt ´ h2pφ,∇φqByqu8pt, yq “ H1pt, yq.
By uniqueness, we deduce
u8 “ Bβt Γγ2 ˜ψ, β` γ “ N1
and hence
sup
tPr0,T s
xty´2¨10κν››xy log yy´1∇t,yBβt Γγ2 ˜ψ››L2t,ypr0,tsq . ε 32 , β` γ “ N1.
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This is the desired bound for the top order derivatives, which concludes the proof
of (3.12).
6. Pointwise decay estimates
The goal of this section is to prove the decay estimates (3.9) and (3.10). Our key
tool is the radiative decay estimates from Proposition 2.1. As usual, our point of
departure is the schematic equation for ˜ψ
´B2t ˜ψ` B2y ˜ψ`
1
2
3 ` y22
p1 ` y2q2
˜ψ “ PcG,
G “ p1 ` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φq.
Note that for the free evolution part of the equation, the estimates (3.9) and (3.10)
follow immediately from Proposition 2.1 for any δ1 P r0, 12 s. For the inhomoge-
neous parts of the evolution we use Duhamel’s principle applied to Proposition 2.1
and conclude that we need to boundż T
0
xT ´ sy´σ
›››xyyσ ∇βt,yG›››L1y ds (6.1)
for |β| ď N12 ` C. We consider (6.1) with σ “ 12 for (3.9), and σ “ 12 ` δ1 for
(3.10), using that xyy´1 ď xyy´ 12´δ1 .
Now, take some γ P p0, 12 s which is sufficiently small but can be chosen inde-
pendently of ν, it suffices to show that for some δ1 ď γ the following bound
›› xT ´ ty´σ xyy 12`γ∇βt,yG››L1t pr0,T s,L1yq . ǫ 32 xTy´σ , |β| ď N12 ` C (6.2)
holds for σ P t12 , 12 ` δ1u.
To establish (6.2) we can write schematically, using (3.3),
ˇˇxyy 12`γ∇βt,yGˇˇ . xyy 12`γ ÿ
|β1|`|β2|ď|β|`2
|β1|ď N12 , β2ě1
|∇β1t,yφ||∇β2t,y ˜φ|
xyy2
` xyy 12`γCpφ,∇φ,∇2φq
(6.3)
where Cpφ,∇φ,∇2φq denotes the pure cubic nonlinear terms.
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To estimate the quadratic terms on the right of (6.3), we put β1 derivatives in L8
and β2 derivatives in L2
››xyy 12`γ ÿ
|β1|`|β2|ď|β|`2
|β1|ď N12 , |β2|ě1
|∇β1t,yφ||∇β2t,y ˜φ|
xyy2
››
L1y
ď ε xty´1{2 ›› ÿ
1ď|β2|ď|β|`2
|∇β2t,y ˜φ|
xyy 32´γ
››
L1y
. ε xty´1{2 ›› ÿ
1ď|β2|ď|β|`2
|∇β2t,y ˜φ|
xyy1´γ´
››
L2y
(6.4)
We split the L2 integration into the regions ty ! tu and ty & tu. For the latter, we
observe that ›› ÿ
1ď|β2|ď|β|`2
|∇β2t,y ˜φ|
xyy1´γ´
››
L2ypy&tq . ε xty
´1`γ`ν` (6.5)
by (3.2). For the former, we use that when y ! tˇˇ
∇
β2
t,y ˜φ
ˇˇ
.
ÿ
| ˜β2|ă|β2|
t´1
ˇˇ
∇
˜β2
t,yΓ ˜φ
ˇˇ
with Γ comprising both Γ1,2. Then splitting Γ1 ˜φ “ pΓ1 ˜φq1`pΓ1 ˜φq2 as in Lemma 4.2,
we have ›› ÿ
| ˜β2|ă|β2|
t´1
ˇˇ
∇
˜β2
t,ypΓ1 ˜φq1
ˇˇ››
L2py!tq . εxty´
1
2´δ1 .
Furthermore, we get (using also bootstrap assumption (3.5))›› ÿ
| ˜β2|ă|β2|
ˇˇ
∇
˜β2
t,ypΓ1 ˜φq2
ˇˇ››
L2py!tq `
›› ÿ
| ˜β2|ă|β2|
ˇˇ
∇
˜β2
t,yΓ2 ˜φ
ˇˇ››
L2py!tq . εxty100ν.
This yields
›› ÿ
1ď|β2|ď|β|`2
|∇β2t,y ˜φ|
xyy1´γ´
››
L2ypy!tq . ε
´
xty´ 12´δ1 ` xty´1`100ν
¯
. (6.6)
Thus we arrive at the decay bound
››xyy 12`γ ÿ
|β1|`|β2|ď|β|`2
|β1|ď N12 , |β2|ě1
|∇β1t,yφ||∇β2t,y ˜φ|
xyy2
››
L1y
. ε2 xty´1´δ1 .
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Using thatż T
0
xT ´ ty´σ xty´1´δ1 dt
ď xT{2y´σ
ż T{2
0
xty´1´δ1 dt ` xT{2y´1´δ1
ż T
T{2
xT ´ ty´σ dt
. xTy´σ ` xT{2y´1´δ1 xT{2y1´σ . xTy´σ .
(6.7)
we obtain the desired control on the weighted nonlinear terms.
It then suffices to consider the pure cubic terms, which we write schematically
in the form
xyy1`γ`pBtφq2B2yφ´ 2ByφBtφB2tyφ` pByφq2B2t φ˘. (6.8)
This time, we shall have to take advantage of the full inherent null-structure, i.e.
cancellations between the various terms. We start by absorbing weights by the
factors, i. e. by replacing φ by ˜φ. Note that schematically
pBtφq2B2yφ „ xyy´
3
2 pBt ˜φq2B2y ˜φ` xyy´
5
2 pBt ˜φq2By ˜φ` xyy´ 72 pBt ˜φq2 ˜φ. (6.9)
We claim that the contribution of the second and third term are straightforward to
handle, since they have favorable weights. In fact, using (3.3) we have›››xyy1`γ ”xyy´ 52 pB ˜φq3 ` xyy´ 72 pB ˜φq2 ˜φı›››
L1y
ď ε xty´ 12 ›› B ˜φ
xyy 12´γ{2
››2
L2y
.
Splitting again into y ! t and y & t regions, we see that arguing as before we have›› B ˜φ
xyy 34´γ{2
››2
L2y
. ε2
´
xty´1´2δ ` xty´1`γ`ν
¯
and so their contributions to (6.2) can be easily controlled.
The remaining terms in (6.8) are treated similarly, and so we now reduce to
estimating the following expression››xyy´ 12`γ`pBt ˜φq2B2y ˜φ´ 2By ˜φBt ˜φB2ty ˜φ` pBy ˜φq2B2t ˜φ˘››L1y . (6.10)
In fact, if one uses the equation for ˜φ to switch ˜φtt with ˜φyy and thereby generating
error terms at most as bad as the last term in (6.9) (whose contribution we already
bounded), it suffices to consider››xyy´ 12`γ`pBt ˜φq2B2t ˜φ´ 2By ˜φBt ˜φB2ty ˜φ` pBy ˜φq2B2y ˜φ˘››L1y . (6.11)
At this point we remark that re-visiting the estimate (6.7) used to control (6.2), it
suffices to show that the above quantity can be controlled with decay rate xty´1´.
To this end we write
pBt ˜φq2B2t ˜φ´ 2By ˜φBt ˜φB2ty ˜φ` pBy ˜φq2B2y ˜φ
“ ˜φt Γ2
˜φΓ2 ˜φt ´ Γ1 ˜φΓ1 ˜φt
t2 ´ y2 ´
˜φy
Γ2 ˜φΓ2 ˜φy ´ Γ1 ˜φΓ1 ˜φy
t2 ´ y2 .
(6.12)
Then we treat a number of different regions, beginning with
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(I): interior of the light cone, y ! t. We exploit that the preceding expression is
in effect a ’nested double null-structure’. Indeed we can write
˜φt
Γ2 ˜φΓ2 ˜φt ´ Γ1 ˜φΓ1 ˜φt
t2 ´ y2 ´
˜φy
Γ2 ˜φΓ2 ˜φy ´ Γ1 ˜φΓ1 ˜φy
t2 ´ y2
“ Γ2 ˜φ
˜φtpΓ2 ˜φqt ´ ˜φypΓ2 ˜φqy
t2 ´ y2 ´ Γ1
˜φ
˜φtpΓ1 ˜φqt ´ ˜φypΓ1 ˜φqy
t2 ´ y2
´Γ2 ˜φ
˜φt ˜φt ´ ˜φy ˜φy
t2 ´ y2
“ Γ2 ˜φ
Γ2 ˜φpΓ22 ˜φq ´ Γ1 ˜φΓ1Γ2 ˜φ
rt2 ´ y2s2 ´ Γ1
˜φ
Γ2 ˜φΓ2Γ1 ˜φ´ Γ1 ˜φΓ21 ˜φ
rt2 ´ y2s2
´Γ2 ˜φΓ2
˜φΓ2 ˜φ´ Γ1 ˜φΓ1 ˜φ
rt2 ´ y2s2 . (6.13)
Consider the worst term, which is pΓ1
˜φq2Γ21 ˜φ
rt2´y2s2 . Our task is to estimate››χy!txyy´ 12`γ∇βt,y pΓ1 ˜φq2Γ21 ˜φrt2 ´ y2s2 ››L1y , |β| ď N12 ` C.
The most delicate occurs when |β| “ 0, which we deal with here, the other case
being similar but simpler. Using Lemma 4.2, we have to estimate the expressions››χy!txyy´ 12`γΓ1 ˜φpΓ1 ˜φqipΓ21 ˜φq jrt2 ´ y2s2 ››L1y , i, j P t1, 2u.
Observe that we have by that same lemma
χy!t
ˇˇ
Γ1 ˜φ
ˇˇ ď χy!t ˇˇpΓ1 ˜φq1 ˇˇ` χy!t ˇˇpΓ1 ˜φq2ˇˇ
ď χy!t
ˇˇpΓ1 ˜φq1 ˇˇ` χy!txyy 12 ` ż y
0
|BypΓ1 ˜φq2|2 dy˜
˘ 1
2
. εxty 12`100ν.
Then when j “ 2, we get››χy!txyy´ 12`γΓ1 ˜φpΓ1 ˜φqipΓ21 ˜φq2rt2 ´ y2s2 ››L1y . xty´3`γ }Γ1 ˜φ}L8y }pΓ1 ˜φqi}L8y }pΓ
2
1
˜φq2
xyy }L2y
. ε3 xty´2`300ν`γ .
On the other hand, if j “ 1, then we obtain››χy!txyy´ 12`γΓ1 ˜φpΓ1 ˜φqipΓ21 ˜φq1rt2 ´ y2s2 ››L1y . xty´4`γ }Γ1 ˜φ}L8y }pΓ1 ˜φqi}L8y }pΓ21 ˜φq1}L2y
. ε3 xty´ 32`γ`200ν´δ1 .
The remaining terms above are more of the same.
(II): the region near the light cone; y „ t. We split this into two terms, one
restricted to the region very close to the light cone, i. e. |y ´ t| ă xty´δ2 , the other
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away from the light cone |y ´ t| ě xty´δ2 . Here δ2 " γ ą 0 is a small constant to
be determined. We start with the latter case
(IIa): The estimate away from the light cone, |y ´ t| ě xty´δ2 . We further dis-
tinguish between a small frequency and a large frequency case; this we accomplish
using the standard Littlewood-Paley projectors in the spatial variable y, which we
denote by Păs and Pěs, and which are defined via a smooth cut-off function using
the standard Fourier transform (and should be be confused with Pc and Pd defined
relative to the distorted Fourier transform).
Specifically, write
˜φt
Γ2 ˜φΓ2 ˜φt ´ Γ1 ˜φΓ1 ˜φt
t2 ´ y2 ´
˜φy
Γ2 ˜φΓ2 ˜φy ´ Γ1 ˜φΓ1 ˜φy
t2 ´ y2
“ ˜φt
Γ2 ˜φPăt´δ3 pΓ2 ˜φtq ´ Γ1 ˜φPăt´δ3 pΓ1 ˜φtq
t2 ´ y2
´ ˜φy
Γ2 ˜φPăt´δ3 pΓ2 ˜φyq ´ Γ1 ˜φPăt´δ3 pΓ1 ˜φyq
t2 ´ y2
` ˜φt
Γ2 ˜φPět´δ3 pΓ2 ˜φtq ´ Γ1 ˜φPět´δ3 pΓ1 ˜φtq
t2 ´ y2
´ ˜φy
Γ2 ˜φPět´δ3 pΓ2 ˜φyq ´ Γ1 ˜φPět´δ3 pΓ1 ˜φyq
t2 ´ y2
(6.14)
where δ3 " δ2. We have››χt„y,|t´y|ět´δ2 xyy´ 12`γ ˜φt,yΓ ˜φPăt´δ3 pΓ ˜φt,yqt2 ´ y2 ››L1y
. xty´1`γ log t} ˜φt,y}L8y }χy„txyy´
1
2Γ ˜φ}L8y }χy„tPăt´δ3 pΓ ˜φt,yq}L8y
where we have used the factor pt ´ yq´1 to control the L1y-integral. Also, Γ stands
for either Γ1 or Γ2. On account of Remark 4.1, we have
}χy„txyy´ 12Γ ˜φ}L8y . εxty100ν.
On the other hand, from Bernstein’s inequality, we get
}χy„tPăt´δ3 pΓ ˜φt,yq}L8y . εxty´
δ3
2 `100ν
It follows that ››χt„y,|t´y|ět´δ2 xyy´ 12`γ ˜φt,yΓ ˜φPăt´δ3 pΓ ˜φt,yqt2 ´ y2 ››L1y
. ε3 xty´1`γ`201ν´
δ3
2 xlog ty .
This reduces things to the large frequency case, i. e. the last two expressions in
(6.14). Here the idea is to again invoke the ’double null-structure’ as in the right-
hand side of (6.13). This causes one technical complication as we need to commute
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frequency localizers and vector fields. Note that
rΓ2, Pět´δ3 s
acts boundedly in the L2dy-sense. Also, we have››rΓ1, Pět´δ3 s ˜φ››L2y . tδ3›› ˜φt}L2y .
It follows that in order to bound the last two terms in (6.14), we need to bound the
following expressions:››χt„y,|t´y|ět´δ2 xyy´ 12`γΓ ˜φΓ ˜φPět´δ3Γ2 ˜φrt2 ´ y2s2 ››L1y››χt„y,|t´y|ět´δ2 xyy´ 12`γΓ ˜φΓ ˜φtδ3pΓ ˜φqtrt2 ´ y2s2 ››L1y ,
(6.15)
where Γ represents either Γ1 or Γ2. For the first expression, one writes formally
Pět´δ3Γ
2
˜φ . tδ3ByΓ2 ˜φ.
Keeping in mind the physical localization due to the cutoff χt„y,|t´y|ět´δ2 as well
as Remark 4.1, and the bound
}χy„tΓ ˜φ}L8y . εxty
1
2`100ν,
we bound the first term in (6.15) by››χt„y,|t´y|ět´δ2 xyy´ 12`γΓ ˜φΓ ˜φPět´δ3Γ2 ˜φrt2 ´ y2s2 ››L1y
. xty´ 52`γ`δ2`δ3 xlog ty }Γ ˜φ}2L8y }χy„tByΓ
2
˜φ}L8y
. ε3 xty´ 32`γ`δ2`δ3`300ν xlog ty .
The second term in (6.15) is handled similarly.
(IIb): The estimate near the light cone, |y ´ t| ă xty´δ2 . Here we work again
with the ’intermediate null-fom expansion’ as in the first line of (6.14). Noting that
schematically
pΓ1 ´ Γ2q ˜φ „ pt ´ yq ˜φt,y,
we get
˜φt
Γ2 ˜φΓ2 ˜φt ´ Γ1 ˜φΓ1 ˜φt
t2 ´ y2 ´
˜φy
Γ2 ˜φΓ2 ˜φy ´ Γ1 ˜φΓ1 ˜φy
t2 ´ y2
„ ˜φt,y
˜φt,yΓ ˜φt,y
t ` y ` ˜φt,y
Γ ˜φ∇2t,y ˜φ
t ` y .
(6.16)
We then easily get the bound››χ|y´t|ăt´δ2 xyy´ 12`γ(6.16)››L1y . ε3 xty´1`γ´δ2`102ν ,
which is admissible since we may arrange maxtγ, νu ! δ2.
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(III): exterior of the light cone, y " t. This is handled analogously to (I).
This finally completes the proof of estimates (3.9) and (3.10).
7. Control over the unstable mode
To complete the proof of Proposition 3.2, we need to prove the existence of a
such that the estimates (3.13) are satisfied.
Lemma 7.1. Let φ be any extension to t P r0,`8q of φ which satisfies the boot-
strap assumptions (3.2)-(3.6) on t P r0,`8q. Let b P R given by
b “
ˆ
a ` x ˜φ1, gdy ` x
˜φ2, gdy
kd
´ 1kd
ż `8
0
xp1 ` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqpsq, gdye´kd sds
˙
ekdT .
Then, there exists a P r´ε 32 , ε 32 s such that
|b| . ε 32 xTy´2.
Proof. Note in view of the assumptions on the initial data, the bootstrap assump-
tions for φ and the exponential decay of gd thatˇˇˇˇ
x ˜φ1, gdy ` x
˜φ2, gdy
kd
´ 1kd
ż `8
0
xp1 ` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqpsq, gdye´kd sds
ˇˇˇˇ
. δ0 ` ε2.
We infer ˇˇ
be´kdT ´ aˇˇ . δ0 ` ε2. (7.1)
Let us now consider the subsets I˘ of r´ε 32 , ε 32 s defined by
I` “ ta P r´ε 32 , ε 32 s { b ą 2ε 32 xTy´2u,
I´ “ ta P r´ε 32 , ε 32 s { b ă ´2ε 32 xTy´2u.
In view of (7.1) and the fact that we may always assume that T satisfies
ekdT ą 4xTy2,
we immediately see that ˘ε 32 P I˘. Furthermore, by the continuity of the flow,
I˘ are clearly open. Thus, I˘ are two open, nonempty and disjoint subsets of
r´ε 32 , ε 32 s. Hence, there exists a P r´ε 32 , ε 32 s such that
a P r´ε 32 , ε 32 szpI` Y I´q.
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
For a given by Lemma 7.1, we now prove (3.13). In view of the formula for h
of Lemma 3.1 and the definition of b, we have
hptq “ b ` 1
2kd
ˆż `8
t
xp1 ` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqpsq, gdye´kd sds
˙
ekd t
` 1
2
ˆ
a` x ˜φ1, gdy ´ x
˜φ2, gdy
kd
` 1kd
ż t
0
xp1 ` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqpsq, gdyekd sds
˙
e´kd t.
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Let h given by
hptq “ hptq ´ b ´ 1
2
ˆ
a ` x ˜φ1, gdy ´ x
˜φ2, gdy
kd
˙
e´kd t.
Then, h can be also written as
hptq “ 1
2kd
ˆż `8
t
xp1 ` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqpsq, gdye´kd sds
˙
ekd t (7.2)
` 1
2kd
ˆż t
0
xp1 ` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqpsq, gdyekd sds
˙
e´kd t.
Remark 7.1. The point of introducing an extension φ of φ to t P r0,`8q is to avoid
boundary terms at t “ T when we will integrate by parts below in the formula (7.2)
for h.
In view of Lemma 7.1 and the assumptions on the initial data, it suffices to prove
(3.13) with h replaced with h. Using that
ˇˇ
Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqˇˇ . xyy´2|x∇t,yy2φ|2 ` |∇t,yφ|2|∇2t,yφ|
one immediately infers from (7.2) that
|Bβt hptq| . ε2xty´1´2δ1 , β` 1 ď N1.
For the weighted derivatives, we first have
th1ptq “ t
2
ekd t
ż `8
t
e´kd sxp1` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqps, ¨q, gdy ds
´ t
2
e´kd t
ż t
0
ekd sxp1 ` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqps, ¨q, gdy ds
“ t
2kd
ekd t
ż `8
t
p´Bsqpe´kd sqxp1 ` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqps, ¨q, gdy ds
´ t
2kd
e´kd t
ż t
0
Bspekd sqxp1 ` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqps, ¨q, gdy ds
“ t
2kd
ekd t
ż `8
t
e´kd sBsxp1 ` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqps, ¨q, gdy ds
` t
2kd
e´kd t
ż t
0
ekd sBsxp1` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqps, ¨q, gdy ds.
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Continuing in this vein, we get
ptBtq2h` th1ptq “ t
2
2
ekd t
ż `8
t
e´kd sBsxp1 ` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqps, ¨q, gdy ds
´ t
2
2
e´kd t
ż t
0
ekd sBsxp1` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqps, ¨q, gdy ds
“ t
2
2kd
ekd t
ż `8
t
p´Bsqpe´kd sqBsxp1 ` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqps, ¨q, gdy ds
´ t
2
2kd
e´kd t
ż t
0
Bspekd sqBsxp1 ` y2q 14 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqps, ¨q, gdy ds
and performing the integration by parts, we obtain
ptBtq2h ` th1ptq “ t
2
2kd
ekd t
ż `8
t
e´kd sB2s xp1 ` y2q
1
4 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqps, ¨q, gdy ds
` t
2
2kd
e´kd t
ż t
0
ekd sB2s xp1` y2q
1
4 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqps, ¨q, gdy ds.
Then note that
t2
2kd
ekd t
ż `8
t
e´kd sB2s xp1 ` y2q
1
4 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqps, ¨q, gdy ds
“ 1
2kd
ekd t
ż `8
t
p t
s
q2e´kd s s2B2s xp1 ` y2q
1
4 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqps, ¨q, gdy ds,
t2
2kd
e´kd t
ż t
0
ekd sB2s xp1 ` y2q
1
4 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqps, ¨q, gdy ds
“ 1
2kd
e´kd t
ż t
0
p t
s
q2ekd ss2B2s xp1 ` y2q
1
4 Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqps, ¨q, gdy ds.
Further, we have the identity
s2B2s xG, gdy “ xΓ22G ´ Γ2G ´ 2yByΓ2G ` y2B2yG ` 2yByG, gdy.
The bounds (3.13) are now a straightforward consequence of the structure of
Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φq
and the bounds (3.2) - (3.7) for ˜φ. This concludes the proof of (3.13), and hence of
Proposition 3.2.
8. Proof of Theorem 2.4
We are now in a position to conclude the proof of Theorem 2.4. In view of the
choice of the initial data and by the continuity of the flow, note that the bootstrap
assumptions are satisfied for some small T ą 0 and for any
a P r´ε 32 , ε 32 s.
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Then, as a consequence of Proposition 3.2, we have that for any T ą 0, there exists
ε ą 0 small enough and apTq P r´ε 32 , ε 32 s such that the following estimates are
satisfied on t P r0, Tq
}∇βt,yφ}L8dy . xty
´ 12 , 0 ď |β| ď N1
2
` C, (8.1)
}xyy´ 12∇βt,yφ}L8dy . xty
´ 12´δ1 , 0 ď |β| ď N1
2
` C. (8.2)
By compactness, we may extract a sequence ptn, anq such that
ptnqně0 is increasing , tn Ñ `8, and an Ñ a as n Ñ `8.
Then, let us call φn the solution corresponding to an and φ the solution correspond-
ing to a. Since the φn satisfy (8.1) and (8.2) on r0, tnq with the constants in . being
uniform in n, and since we have chosen ptnqně0 increasing with tn Ñ `8, we
deduce that φ is a global solution satisfying (8.1) and (8.2) on r0,`8q and hence:
|φpt, .q| . xty´ 12 .
This concludes the existence part of the proof of Theorem 2.4.
Consider now the question of the Lipschitz continuity of a with respect to the
initial data. Let φp1q and φp2q two solutions corresponding respectively to param-
eters ap1q and ap2q and initial data pφp1q1 , φ
p1q
2 q and pφ
p2q
1 , φ
p2q
2 q and let hp1q and hp2q
the corresponding projections on gd. Let us also denote
∆a “ ap1q ´ ap2q, p∆φ1,∆φ2q “ pφp1q1 ´ φ
p2q
1 , φ
p1q
2 ´ φ
p2q
2 q,
and
∆φ “ φp1q ´ φp2q, ∆h “ hp1q ´ hp2q.
φp1q and φp2q are obtained through the existence part of Theorem 2.4 and are thus
global and satisfy estimates (3.8)-(3.13) on t P r0,`8q. Using these bounds to-
gether with the linear estimates of Propositions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, we derive the
following estimate for the difference ∆φ:
|x∇t,yy2∆φpt, .q| . |∆a| ` }p∆φ1,∆φ2q}X0 , t P r0,`8q. (8.3)
Furthermore, we have in view of Lemma 3.1
∆hptq
“ 1
2
ˆ
∆a ` x∆ ˜φ1, gdy ` x∆
˜φ2, gdy
kd
´ 1kd
ż t
0
xp1` y2q 14∆Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqpsq, gdye´kd sds
˙
ekd t
` 1
2
ˆ
∆a ` x∆ ˜φ1, gdy ´ x∆
˜φ2, gdy
kd
` 1kd
ż t
0
xp1` y2q 14∆Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φqpsq, gdyekd sds
˙
e´kd t,
where
∆Fpφ,∇φ,∇2φq “ Fpφp1q,∇φp1q,∇2φp1qq ´ Fpφp2q,∇φp2q,∇2φp2qq.
Together with the estimates for φp1q, φp2q and (8.3), we deduce
|∆a| . p|∆a|`}p∆φ1 ,∆φ2q}X0qe´kd t`}p∆φ1,∆φ2q}X0 `p|∆a|`}p∆φ1 ,∆φ2q}X0q2.
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We let t Ñ `8 which yields
|∆a| . }p∆φ1,∆φ2q}X0 ` p|∆a| ` }p∆φ1,∆φ2q}X0q2
and hence
|∆a| . }p∆φ1,∆φ2q}X0
which implies the Lipschitz continuity of a with respect to the initial data.
This concludes proof of Theorem 2.4.
Appendix A. Derivation of the equation of motion
As discussed in the beginning of Section 2.1, we consider the mapping depend-
ing on a scalar function φpt, yq satisfying φpt, yq “ φpt,´yq:
pt, y, ωq ÞÑ
ˆ
t, xyy ` φpt, yqxyy , sinh
´1 y ´ yxyyφpt, yq, ω
˙
and we ask that this mapping has vanishing mean curvature. We remind our readers
that we use the Japanese bracket notation xyy “
a
1 ` y2. Using that the mean
curvature is the first variation of the volume form, we can derive the equation
of motion by considering formally the Euler-Lagrange equation associated to the
volume density of the pull-back metric. An elementary computation shows that for
the mapping above, the pull-back metric is
´ p1 ´ φ2t qdt2 `
˜
1 ´ 2φ
xyy2
` φ
2
xyy4
` φ2y
¸
dy2
` 2φtφydtdy `
˜
1 ` y2 ` 2φ` φ
2
xyy2
¸
dω2 (A.1)
whose associated volume element isˆ
xyy ` φxyy
˙
loooooomoooooon
A
d
p1 ´ φ2t qp1 ´
φ
xyy2
q2looooomooooon
B2
` φ2y dy dt dω . (A.2)
Using L “ A
b
B2p1 ´ φ2t q ` φ2y as the Lagrangian density, we obtain the Euler-
Lagrange equations:
δL
δφ
“ BBt
ˆ
δL
δφt
˙
` BBy
ˆ
δL
δφy
˙
.
Let
K “ B2p1 ´ φ2t q ` φ2y .
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We have
A “ xyy ` φxyy , A
1 “ 1xyy ,
B “ 1 ´ φ
xyy2
, B1 “ ´ 1
xyy2
,
BtA “ A1φt, BtB “ B1φt,
ByA “ A1φy ` yxyy ´
yφ
xyy3
ByB “ B1φy ` 2yφxyy4
“ A1φy ` yA1B, “ B1φy ` 2yB1pB ´ 1q,
and also
K1 “ 2BB1 ´ 2BB1φ2t ,
BtK “ 2φyφty ` 2BBtB´ 2BBtBφ2t ´ 2B2φtφtt,
ByK “ 2φyφyy ` 2BByB´ 2BByBφ2t ´ 2B2φt.φty.
The Euler-Lagrange equations become
A1
?
K ` A K
1
2
?
K
“ ´ BBt
„
AB2φt?
K

` BBy
„
Aφy?
K

which implies
ABB1
“
1´ pφtq2
‰
K ` A1K2 “ K 32 BBy
„
Aφy?
K

´ K 32 BBt
„
AB2φt?
K

“ K “ByAφy ` Aφyy‰´ 12 AφyByK ` 12 AB2φtBtK
´ K “BtAB2φt ` 2ABBtBφt ` AB2φtt‰
“ K “A1pφyq2 ` yA1Bφy ` Aφyy‰´ Apφyq2φyy
´ ABByBφy ` ABByBφypφtq2 ` 2AB2φyφtφty
` AB3BtBφt ´ AB3BtBpφtq3 ´ AB4pφtq2φtt
´ KB “ABφtt ` A1Bpφtq2 ` 2AB1pφtq2‰ .
So we arrive at
KABB1 ` A1K “pφyq2 ` B2 ´ B2pφtq2‰
“ KA1pφyq2 ` KyA1Bφy ` KAφyy ´ KAB2φtt ´ KA1B2pφtq2 (A.3)
´ KABB1pφtq2 ´ Apφyq2φyy ` 2AB2φyφtφty ´ AB4pφtq2φtt
` ABB1
”
2ypB ´ 1qpφyqpφtq2 ´ pφyq2 ´ 2ypB ´ 1qφy
` pφyq2pφtq2 ` B2pφtq2 ´ B2pφtq4loooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon
KpBtφq2
ı
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and hence
KABB1 ` KA1B2 “ yKA1Bφy ` KAφyy ´ KAB2φtt
´ Apφyq2φyy ` 2AB2φyφtφty ´ AB4pφtq2φtt (A.4)
` ABB1 “2ypB ´ 1qpφyqpφtq2 ´ pφyq2 ´ 2ypB ´ 1qφy‰ .
We deduce, after replacing K by its definition“pφyq2 ` B2 ´ B2pφtq2‰ “ABB1 ` A1B2 ´ yA1Bφy ´ Aφyy ` AB2φtt‰
“ ´Apφyq2φyy ` 2AB2φyφtφty ´ AB4pφtq2φtt
` ABB1 “2ypB ´ 1qpφyqpφtq2 ´ pφyq2 ´ 2ypB ´ 1qφy‰ .
This we can regroup, after collecting all terms depending on the second derivatives,
to get
AB2
“´φyy ` pφtq2φyy ` pφyq2φtt ` B2φtt ´ 2φyφtφty‰
“ A1Bpyφy ´ Bq
“pφyq2 ` B2 ´ B2pφtq2‰
` ABB1
«˜
B2 ´ 2yφ
xyy2
φy
¸`pφtq2 ´ 1˘ ´ 2pφyq2
ff
from which we divide through by xyy B to obtain˜
1´ φ
2
xyy4
¸“´ φyy ` pφtq2φyy ` pφyq2φtt ` B2φtt ´ 2φyφtφty‰
“ yφy
xyy2
“pφyq2 ` B2p1 ´ pφtq2q‰´ Bxyy2 “pφyq2 ` B2p1 ´ pφtq2q‰
´
˜
1
xyy2
` φ
xyy4
¸«
2yφ
xyy2
φy
`
1´ pφtq2
˘´ B2p1 ´ pφtq2q ´ 2pφyq2
ff
,
separating the quasilinear and semilinear contributions to the two sides of the
equality sign. The left hand side we see is precisely
φtt ´ φyy ` Q2 ` Q3 ` Q4
where Q˚ are defined in (2.4). The right hand side exhibits some cancellations
among the summands, and can be rewritten as
yφy
xyy2
“pφyq2 ` B2p1 ´ pφtq2q‰´ 1xyy2
«
2yφ
xyy2
φyp1 ´ pφtq2q ´ pφyq2
ff
´ φ
xyy4
«
2yφ
xyy2
φy
`
1´ pφtq2
˘´ 2pB2 ´ 1q ´ 2 ` 2B2pφtq2 ´ 3pφyq2
ff
.
Reorganizing a little bit and picking out the terms, we see that the above expression
is equal to
y
xyy2
φy ` 2xyy4
φ´ S 2 ´ S 3 ´ S 4
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where the semilinear terms S ˚ are defined in (2.5). With this we obtain (2.3).
Appendix B. Technical lemmas
Lemma B.1. We have››∇βt,y ˜ψttt››L2ypy!tq ` ››∇βt,y ˜ψtty››L2ypy!tq . εxtyp1`r 2|β|N1 sq100ν´2, |β| ` 2 ď N1.
One also gets the bound››xyy2∇βt,y∇3t,y ˜ψ››L2ypy"tq . εxtyp1`r 2|β|N1 sq100ν, |β| ` 2 ď N1.
Proof. To prove this, write the equation for ˜ψ as usual in the form
´B2t ˜ψ` B2y ˜ψ`
1
2
3 ` y22
p1 ` y2q2
˜ψ “ PcG.
Compute
Γ22 ˜ψ “ t2 ˜ψtt ` y2 ˜ψyy ` 2ty ˜ψty ` t ˜ψt ` y ˜ψy
“ pt2 ` y2q ˜ψtt ` y2
“
PcG ´ 12
3 ` y22
p1 ` y2q2
˜ψ
‰
` 2ty ˜ψty ` Γ2 ˜ψ.
By differentiating this equation, we obtain
pt2 ` y2q ˜ψttt ` 2ty ˜ψtty “
`
Γ22 ˜ψ
˘
t ´ y2
“
PcG ´ 12
3` y22
p1 ` y2q2
˜ψ
‰
t
´ 2t ˜ψtt ´ 2y ˜ψty ´ pΓ2 ˜ψqt “: A,
(B.1)
pt2 ` y2q ˜ψtty ` 2ty ˜ψtyy “
`
Γ22 ˜ψ
˘
y ´
`
y2
“
PcG ´ 12
3 ` y22
p1 ` y2q2
˜ψ
‰˘
y
´ 2y ˜ψtt ´ 2t ˜ψty ´ pΓ2 ˜ψqy “: B.
(B.2)
We can turn this into a linear system for the variables ˜ψttt, ˜ψtty by observing that
2ty ˜ψtyy ´ 2ty ˜ψttt “ 2ty
“
PcG ´ 12
3 ` y22
p1 ` y2q2
˜ψ
‰
t “: C.
In order to prove the observation above, it now suffices to show that››∇βt,yA››L2ypy!tq ` ››∇βt,yB››L2ypy!tq ` ››∇βt,yC››L2ypy!tq . εxtyp1`r 2|β|N1 sq100ν, |β| ` 2 ď N1.
Starting with A, the only delicate term is y2rPcGst, and here we may easily omit
the Pc(as the weight y2 gets absorbed by gd otherwise). Then the bound››y2∇βt,yGt››L2y . εxtyp1`r 2|β|N1 sq100ν
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is clear for all the weighted terms (with weight at least xyy´2). For the pure cubic
terms, we reduce to
y2
`
φ2t ˜ψyy
˘
t, y
2`φyφt ˜ψty˘t, y2`φ2y ˜ψtt˘t
as well as their derivatives. In each of these we gain one factor t´1 by placing
pφt,yq2 into L8, and an extra factor t´1 by using›› ˜ψtt››L2ypy!tq ` ›› ˜ψty››L2ypy!tq . t´1››∇t,yxΓ2y ˜ψ››L2y
Finally, the factor ˜ψyy may be replaced by ˜ψtt up to easily controllable errors, using
the equation for ˜ψ.
The same reasoning applies to the term B, except that now we also have the terms
y ˜ψtt, t ˜ψyt,
which are controlled by››y ˜ψtt››L2ypy!tq ` ››t ˜ψyt››L2ypy!tq . ››∇t,yxΓ2y ˜ψ››L2y .
For term C, the new feature is the expression
2ty1
2
3` y22
p1 ` y2q2
˜ψt “ 2y12
3 ` y22
p1 ` y2q2
`
Γ2 ˜ψ´ y ˜ψy
˘
.
Then, in view of Lemma B.2, we obtain
››∇βt,y`y12 3 `
y2
2
p1 ` y2q2
`
Γ2 ˜ψ
˘˘››
L2ypy!tq . εxty
p1`r 2|β|N1 sq10ν}xyy´ 12 }L2ypy!tq
. εxtyp1`r
2|β|
N1
sq100ν
.
To obtain the second inequality of the lemma, the only new feature is the control
of the weighted cubic terms above,
y2
`
φ2t ˜ψyy
˘
t, y
2`φyφt ˜ψty˘t, y2`φ2y ˜ψtt˘t,
in the region y " t. But we can schematically writeˇˇ
y2
`
φ2t ˜ψyy
˘
t
ˇˇ
. xyy´1ˇˇx∇t,yyΓ ˜φx∇t,yy ˜φtx∇t,yyΓ ˜ψt,y ˇˇ, y " t,
where Γ “ Γ1,2, and so we get››y2`φ2t ˜ψyy˘t››L2py"tq . ››xyy´1x∇t,yyΓ ˜φ››L8py"tq›› ˜φt››L8››x∇t,yyΓ ˜ψt,y››L2py"tq
. ε3xty21ν
The estimate for higher derivatives is similar. This concludes the proof of the
lemma. 
Lemma B.2. We haveˇˇ
∇
β
t,yΓ
κ
2 ˜ψ
ˇˇpt, yq . εxtyp1`r 2|β|N1 sq10κνxyy 12 , |β| ` κ ď N1.
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Proof. This follows immediately from the embedding H1pRq Ă L8pRq(without
the factor xyy 12 ), provided |β| ą 0. Hence assume now |β| “ 0. Then the estimate
follows from the fundamental theorem of calculus and Cauchy-Schwarz, provided
we get a bound of the form ˇˇ
Γκ2 ˜ψpt, y˚q
ˇˇ
. εxty10κν (B.3)
for some y˚ “ Op1q. For this, consider the wave equation satisfied by Γκ2 ˜ψ, which
is
´B2t Γκ2 ˜ψ` B2yΓκ2 ˜ψ`
1
2
3 ` y22
p1 ` y2q2Γ
κ
2
˜ψ` l.o.t. “ Γκ2pPcGq,
where we have (pointwise bound)
|l.o.t.| .
ÿ
0ďκ1ăκ
ˇˇxyy´2Γκ12 ˜ψˇˇ` |PcG|.
By a simple calculation, we have››Γκ2pPcGq››L2dy . εÿ
κ˜ďκ
››xyy´2Γκ˜2 ˜φ››L2dy ` εxty10κν.
Also, in view of the bootstrap assumption (3.5), we have››B2t,yΓκ2 ˜ψ››L2dy . εxty10κν.
Thus, using the previous bound and the wave equation satisfied by Γκ2 ˜ψ, we deduce››xyy´2Γκ2 ˜ψ››L2dy . ››12 3`
y2
2
p1 ` y2q2Γ
κ
2 ˜ψ
››
L2dy
.
››B2t,yΓκ2 ˜ψ››L2dy ` ››Γκ2pPcGq››L2dy ` l.o.t
. ε
ÿ
κ˜ďκ
››xyy´2Γκ˜2 ˜φ››L2dy ` εxty10κν.
Using induction on κ, we obtain the bound››xyy´2Γκ2 ˜ψ››L2dy . εxty10κν. (B.4)
This implies the existence of a y˚ as in (B.3), proving the lemma. 
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